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ON FINITE COMPLETE REWRITING SYSTEMS, FINITE
DERIVATION TYPE, AND AUTOMATICITY FOR
HOMOGENEOUS MONOIDS
ALAN J. CAIN, ROBERT D. GRAY, AND ANTO´NIO MALHEIRO
Abstract. This paper investigates the class of finitely presented monoids
defined by homogeneous (length-preserving) relations from a computa-
tional perspective. The properties of admitting a finite complete rewrit-
ing system, having finite derivation type, being automatic, and being
biautomatic are investigated for this class of monoids. The first main
result shows that for any consistent combination of these properties and
their negations, there is a homogeneous monoid with exactly this com-
bination of properties. We then introduce the new concept of abstract
Rees-commensurability (an analogue of the notion of abstract commen-
surability for groups) in order to extend this result to show that the
same statement holds even if one restricts attention to the class of n-
ary homogeneous monoids (where every side of every relation has fixed
length n). We then introduce a new encoding technique that allows
us to extend the result partially to the class of n-ary multihomogenous
monoids.
1. Introduction
Numerous interesting algebras arise as semigroup algebras K[S], where
K is a field and S is a homogeneous semigroup (that is, a semigroup that
is defined by a presentation where all relations are length-preserving); ex-
amples include algebras yielding set-theoretic solutions to the Yang–Baxter
equation and quadratic algebras of skew type (see for example [1, 2, 3] and
[4, 5, 6]), algebras related to Young diagrams, representation theory and
algebraic combinatorics such as the plactic and Chinese algebras (see [7,
Ch. 5], [8, 9] and [10, 11, 12]), and algebras defined by permutation relations
(see [13, 4, 14]). In these examples, there are strong connections between
the structure of the algebra K[S] and that of the underlying semigroup S.
Further motivation for studying this class comes from other important semi-
groups in the literature that admit homogeneous presentations, such as the
hypoplactic monoid [15], shifted plactic monoid [16], monoids with the same
multihomogeneous growth as the plactic monoid [17], trace monoids [18],
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divisibility monoids [19], queue monoids [20], and positive braid monoids
[21, 22].
When investigating a semigroup S defined by homogeneous relations, and
its associated semigroup algebra K[S], a useful first step is to find a good set
of normal forms (canonical representatives over the generating set) for the
elements of the monoid, and thus for elements of the algebra. (See the list of
open problems in [13, Section 3] for more on the importance of this problem
in the context of semigroups defined by permutation relations.) Specifically
we would like a set of normal forms that is a regular language, and we want
to be able to compute effectively with these normal forms. Two situations
where such a good set of normal forms does exist are for monoids that admit
presentations by finite complete rewriting systems (see [23]), and for monoids
and semigroups that are automatic (see [24, 25]). Each of these properties
also has implications for properties of the corresponding semigroup algebra.
Indeed, if the semigroup admits a finite complete rewriting system, then the
semigroup algebra admits a finite Gro¨bner–Shirshov basis (see [26] for an ex-
planation of the connection between Gro¨bner–Shirshov bases and complete
rewriting systems), while the automaticity of the semigroup implies that the
algebra is an automaton algebra in the sense of Ufnarovskij; see [27] and [4,
Section 1].
Many of the examples of homogeneous semigroups mentioned above have
been shown to admit presentations by finite complete rewriting systems, and
have been shown to be biautomatic; see for example [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
It is natural to ask to what extent these results generalise to arbitrary ho-
mogeneous semigroups. One can ask: Does every homogeneous semigroup
admit a presentation by a finite complete rewriting system? Is every such
semigroup biautomatic? Within the class of homogeneous semigroups, what
is the relationship between admitting a finite complete rewriting system and
being biautomatic? (For general semigroups, these properties are indepen-
dent; see [34]). The aim of this paper is to make a comprehensive investiga-
tion of these questions. In fact, we shall consider two different strengths of
automaticity, called automaticity and biautomaticity, and we shall also in-
vestigate the homotopical finiteness property of finite derivation type (FDT)
in the sense of Squier [35], which is a finiteness property that is satisfied by
monoids that admit presentations by finite complete rewriting systems (full
definitions of all of these concepts will be given in Section 2).
There are various degrees of homogeneity that one can impose on a semi-
group presentation. We shall consider finite presentations 〈A | R〉 which
are:
• homogeneous: relations are length-preserving;
• multihomogeneous: for each letter a in the alphabet A, and for every
relation u = v in R, the number of occurrences of the letter a in u
equals the number of occurrences of the letter a in v;
• n-ary homogeneous: there is a fixed global constant n such that for
every relation u = v in R the lengths of the words u and v are both
n;
• n-ary multihomogeneous: simultaneously n-ary homogeneous and
multihomogeneous.
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fcrs =⇒ fdt biauto =⇒ auto Example See
Y Y Y Y Plactic monoid [28]
Y Y N Y Mfcrsauto Example 3.1
Y Y N N Mfcrsnonauto Example 3.6
N Y Y Y Mfdtbiauto Example 3.8
N N Y Y Mnonfdtbiauto Example 3.10
N Y N Y Mfcrsauto ∗M
fdt
biauto Section 4
N Y N N Mfdtbiauto ∗M
fcrs
nonauto Section 4
N N N Y Mfcrsauto ∗M
nonfdt
biauto Section 4
N N N N Mfcrsnonauto ∗M
nonfdt
biauto Section 4
Table 1. Summary of examples of homogeneous monoids
exhibiting all consistent combinations of the properties fcrs,
fdt, biauto, and auto. Examples with the same combina-
tions of properties also exist in the class of n-ary homoge-
neous monoids (see Section 5).
fcrs =⇒ fdt biauto =⇒ auto Exists? See
Y Y Y Y Y [28]
Y Y N Y Y Theorem 5.2
Y Y N N Y Theorem 5.2
N Y Y Y ? Question 5.4
N N Y Y Y Theorem 5.3
N Y N Y ? Question 5.4
N Y N N ? Question 5.4
N N N Y Y Theorem 5.3
N N N N Y Theorem 5.3
Table 2. Summary of the existence of examples of multi-
homogeneous monoids with consistent combinations of the
properties fcrs, fdt, biauto, and auto. Examples with
the same combinations of properties also exist in the class of
n-ary multihomogeneous monoids.
Of course, the most restricted class listed here is the class of n-ary multiho-
mogeneous presentations.
For brevity, we introduce the following terminology for the four properties
we are interested in: a monoid is
• fcrs if it admits a presentation via a finite complete rewriting system
(with respect to some finite generating set);
• fdt if it has finite derivation type;
• biauto if it is biautomatic;
• auto if it is automatic.
We will also use the natural negated terms: non-fcrs, non-fdt, non-biauto,
and non-auto.
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fcrs
fdt
bi
au
to
au
to
Plactic
monoid
M
fcrs
auto M
fdt
biauto
M
fcrs
nonauto ∗ M
nonfdt
biauto
∗ ∗
∗
Figure 1. The semilattice showing the relationship between
examples. By taking the free product of two examples, one
obtains a new monoid whose properties are given by taking
the logical conjunction (that is, the ‘and’ operation) of cor-
responding properties of the original example monoids. This
corresponds to the meet operation in this semilattice.
We are interested in which combinations of these properties a homoge-
neous monoid can have. Since in general fcrs implies fdt, and biauto
implies auto, not all combinations will be possible. We refer to any combi-
nation of properties that satisfies these restrictions, and that does not con-
tain a property and its negation, as consistent. Our first main result shows
that any consistent combination is possible within the class of homogeneous
monoids. We show this by constructing examples of homogeneous monoids
with each consistent combination of properties. We adopt the following
naming scheme: in the example monoid Mab, the superscript a will be one of
fcrs, fdt, or nonfdt, indicating that the monoid is respectively fcrs (and
thus also fdt), fdt but not fcrs, or non-fdt (and thus also non-fcrs);
while the subscript b will be one of biauto, auto, or nonauto, indicating
that the monoid is respectively biauto (and thus also auto), auto but not
biauto, or non-auto (and thus also non-biauto). In Section 3, we presents
the fundamental examples Mfcrsauto, M
fdt
biauto, M
fcrs
nonauto, and M
nonfdt
biauto . Section
4 contains general results about the behaviour of the various properties un-
der free products of monoids, which we then use to construct the remaining
examples. These results are summarised in Table 1 and the relationship
between the various examples is illustrated in Figure 1.
In Sections 6 and 7 we introduce new concepts and prove new results,
in order to study the combinations of properties can occur in even more
restricted classes. We first introduce and investigate the notion of ab-
stract Rees-commensurability (an analogue of abstract commensurability for
groups [36, §§ iv.27ff.]), which allows us to show that every consistent com-
bination can arise within the class of n-ary homogeneous monoids. (Thus
Table 1 and Figure 1 could also describe the situation for n-ary homoge-
neous monoids.) We then develop a new encoding technique that embeds
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a homogeneous monoid into a 2-generated multihomogeneous monoid. This
encoding technique allows us to obtain most of the consistent combinations
of properties in the class of multihomogeneous or n-ary multihomogenous
monoids. Specifically, it allows us to construct n-ary multihomogeneous
monoids with any possile combination of the properties fcrs, biauto, and
auto, or any combination of the properties fdt, biauto, and auto. How-
ever, it does not allow us to construct examples to separate the properties
fcrs and fdt within the class of multihomogeneous or n-ary multihomoge-
neous monoids. Table 2 summarises the known consistent combinations of
properties in the class of multihomogeneous monoids. Using the results for
abstract Rees commensurability, the same table also describes the situation
for the class of n-ary multihomogeneous monoids.
2. Preliminaries
The subsection below on derivation graphs, homotopy bases and finite
derivation type is self-contained, but it can be complemented with [37, 38].
There is an alternative formulation of the same concepts in terms of strict
monoidal categories/groupoids and higher-dimensional variations of them,
and homotopical algebra in higher categories [39, 40]. However, our ap-
proach, using Squier complexes, is the same one used in papers by Otto
[41, 42], Wang [43], Pride and the second and third authors [44], and the
third author [45]; we will require methods and results from these papers in
Sections 4, 6, and 7.
For further information on automatic semigroups, see [25]. We assume
familiarity with basic notions of automata and regular languages (see, for
example, [46]) and transducers and rational relations (see, for example, [47]),
although we will recall some key results that we use frequently. For back-
ground on string rewriting systems we refer the reader to [48, 23].
2.1. Words, rewriting systems, and presentations. We denote the
empty word (over any alphabet) by ε. For an alphabet A, we denote by
A∗ the set of all words over A. When A is a generating set for a monoid M ,
every element of A∗ can be interpreted either as a word or as an element of
M . For words u, v ∈ A∗, we write u = v to indicate that u and v are equal
as words and u =M v to denote that u and v represent the same element of
the monoid M . The length of u ∈ A∗ is denoted |u|, and, for any a ∈ A, the
number of symbols a in u is denoted |u|a. We denote by u
rev the reversal of
a word u; that is, if u = a1 · · · an−1an then u
rev = anan−1 · · · a1, with ai ∈ A.
If R is a relation on A∗, then R# denotes the smallest monoid congruence
generated by R.
We use standard terminology and notation from the theory of string
rewriting systems; see [23] or [48] for background reading.
If M is a monoid, a presentation of M is a pair 〈A | R〉 such that M is
isomorphic to the quotient A∗/R#, in which case, the elements of R are
called the defining relations. We write [u]M for the set of words in A
∗ equal
to u in M . The presentation 〈A | R〉 is homogeneous (respectively, multiho-
mogeneous) if for every (u, v) ∈ R and a ∈ A, we have |u| = |v| (respectively,
|u|a = |v|a). That is, in a homogeneous presentation, defining relations pre-
serve length; in a multihomogenous presentation, defining relations preserve
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the number of each symbol. A monoid is homogeneous (respectively, multi-
homogeneous) if it admits a homogeneous (respectively, multihomogeneous)
presentation. Note that homogeneous and multihomogeneous presentations
are not required to be finite presentations.
A string rewriting system, or simply a rewriting system, is a pair (A,R),
where A is a finite alphabet and R is a set of pairs (ℓ, r), usually written
ℓ → r, known as rewriting rules or simply rules, drawn from A∗ × A∗.
The single reduction relation →R is defined as follows: u →R v (where
u, v ∈ A∗) if there exists a rewriting rule (ℓ, r) ∈ R and words x, y ∈ A∗
such that u = xℓy and v = xry. That is, u →R v if one can obtain v
from u by substituting the word r for a subword ℓ of u, where ℓ → r is
a rewriting rule. The reduction relation →∗R is the reflexive and transitive
closure of →R. The subscript R is omitted when it is clear from context.
The process of replacing a subword ℓ by a word r, where ℓ→ r is a rule, is
called reduction by application of the rule ℓ→ r; the iteration of this process
is also called reduction. A word w ∈ A∗ is reducible if it contains a subword
ℓ that forms the left-hand side of a rewriting rule in R; it is otherwise called
irreducible.
The rewriting system (A,R) is finite if both A and R are finite. The
rewriting system (A,R) is noetherian if there is no infinite sequence u1, u2, . . .
of words from A∗ such that ui → ui+1 for all i ∈ N. That is, (A,R) is
noetherian if any process of reduction must eventually terminate with an
irreducible word. The rewriting system (A,R) is confluent if, for any words
u, u′, u′′ ∈ A∗ with u →∗ u′ and u →∗ u′′, the pair u′ and u′′ resolves, that
is, there exists a word v ∈ A∗ such that u′ →∗ v and u′′ →∗ v. It is well
known that a noetherian system is confluent if and only if all critical pairs
resolve, where critical pairs are obtained by considering overlaps of left-hand
sides of the rewrite rules in R; see [23] for more details. A rewriting system
that is both confluent and noetherian is complete. If a monoid admits a
presentation with respect to some generating set A that forms a finite com-
plete rewriting system R, the monoid is fcrs. In that case, the irreducible
elements form a set of unique normal forms, over A, for the elements of the
monoid.
The Thue congruence ↔∗R is the equivalence relation generated by →R.
The elements of the monoid presented by 〈A | R〉 are the ↔∗R-equivalence
classes. The relations ↔∗R and R
# coincide.
Let M be a homogeneous monoid. Let 〈A | R〉 be a homogeneous pre-
sentation of M . Without lost of generality, we can assume that R has no
trivial relations of the form a = a′, for letters a, a′ in A. Since none of the
generators represented by A can be non-trivially decomposed, the alphabet
A represents a unique minimal generating set for M , and any generating
set must contain this minimal generating set. Any two words over A rep-
resenting the same element of M must be of the same length. So there is
a well-defined function λ : M → N where xλ is defined to be the length
of any word over A representing x. (Here and elsewhere we shall write the
function symbol on the right.) It is easy to see that λ is a homomorphism.
Following [49, Definition 2.1 in §4] the function λ is called a grading of M ,
and so homogeneous monoids are graded monoids.
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2.2. Derivation graphs, homotopy bases, and finite derivation type.
Associated with any monoid presentation 〈A | R〉 is a 2-complex D, called
the Squier complex, whose 1-skeleton has vertex set A∗ and edges corre-
sponding to applications of relations from R, and that has 2-cells adjoined
for each instance of “non-overlapping” applications of relations from R (see
below for a formal definition of non-overlapping relations). The free monoid
A∗ acts on D in a natural way via left and right multiplication. A collection
of closed paths in D is called a homotopy base if the complex obtained by
adjoining cells for each of these paths, and those that they generate under
the action of the free monoid on the Squier complex, has trivial fundamental
groups. A monoid defined by a presentation is said to have finite deriva-
tion type (or fdt for short) if the corresponding Squier complex admits a
finite homotopy base. It was shown by Squier [35] that the property fdt is
independent of the choice of a finite presentation, so we may speak of fdt
monoids. The original motivation for studying this notion is Squier’s result
[35] which says that if a monoid admits a presentation by a finite complete
rewriting system then the monoid must have finite derivation type. The
study of these concepts is motivated further by the fact that the fundamen-
tal groups of connected components of Squier complexes, which are called
diagram groups, have turned out to be a very interesting class of groups;
see [50]. In recent important work [51], acyclic polygraphs have been used
to define a higher-dimensional homotopical finiteness condition for higher
categories. In particular, this work gives rise to a definition of fdtn that
extends the notion of finite derivation type to arbitrary dimensions.
In more detail, with any monoid presentation P = 〈A | R〉 we associate a
graph (in the sense of Serre [52]) as follows. The derivation graph of P is an
infinite graph Γ = Γ(P) = (V,E, ι, τ,−1 ) with vertex set V = A∗, and edge
set E consisting of the collection of 4-tuples
{(w1, r, ǫ, w2) : w1, w2 ∈ A
∗, r ∈ R, and ǫ ∈ {+1,−1}}.
The functions ι, τ : E → V associate with each edge E = (w1, r, ǫ, w2)
(with r = (r+1, r−1) ∈ R) its initial and terminal vertices ιE = w1rǫw2 and
τE = w1r−ǫw2, respectively. The mapping
−1 : E → E associates with each
edge E = (w1, r, ǫ, w2) an inverse edge E
−1 = (w1, r,−ǫ, w2).
A non-empty path in Γ is a sequence of edges P = E1◦E2◦. . .◦En, written
in the diagrammatic order, where τEi = ιEi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. Here P
is a path from ιE1 to τEn and we extend the mappings ι and τ to paths by
defining ιP = ιE1 and τP = τEn. The inverse of a path P = E1 ◦E2 ◦ . . . ◦En
is the path P−1 = E−1n ◦ E
−1
n−1 ◦ . . . ◦ E
−1
1 , which is a path from τP to ιP.
A closed path is a path P satisfying ιP = τP. For two paths P and Q with
τP = ιQ the composition P ◦Q is defined.
We denote the set of paths in Γ by P (Γ), where for each vertex w ∈ V
we include a path 1w with no edges, called the empty path at w. The free
monoid A∗ acts on both sides of the set of edges E of Γ by
x · E · y = (xw1, r, ǫ, w2y)
where E = (w1, r, ǫ, w2) and x, y ∈ A
∗. This extends naturally to a two-sided
action of A∗ on P (Γ) where for a path P = E1 ◦ E2 ◦ . . . ◦ En we define
x · P · y = (x · E1 · y) ◦ (x · E2 · y) ◦ . . . ◦ (x · En · y).
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ιE1ιE2
τE1ιE2 ιE1τE2
τE1τE2
E1 · ιE2 ιE1 · E2
τE1 · E2 E1 · τE2
Figure 2. Disjoint derivations in Γ.
If P and Q are paths such that ιP = ιQ and τP = τQ then we say that
P and Q are parallel, and write P ‖ Q. We use ‖ to denote the subset of
P (Γ)× P (Γ) of all pairs of parallel paths.
An equivalence relation ∼ on P (Γ) is called a homotopy relation if it is
contained in ‖ and satisfies the following four conditions.
(1) If E1 and E2 are edges of Γ, then
(E1 · ιE2) ◦ (τE1 · E2) ∼ (ιE1 · E2) ◦ (E1 · τE2).
(2) For any P,Q ∈ P (Γ) and x, y ∈ A∗
P ∼ Q implies x · P · y ∼ x ·Q · y.
(3) For any P,Q,R,S ∈ P (Γ) with τR = ιP = ιQ and ιS = τP = τQ
P ∼ Q implies R ◦ P ◦ S ∼ R ◦Q ◦ S.
(4) If P ∈ P (Γ) then PP−1 ∼ 1ιP, where 1ιP denotes the empty path at
the vertex ιP.
The idea behind condition 1 is the following. Suppose that a word w has
two disjoint occurrences of rewriting rules in the sense that w = αrǫβα
′r′ǫ′β
′
where α, β, α′, β′ ∈ A∗, r, r′ ∈ R and ǫ, ǫ′ ∈ {−1,+1}. Let E1 = (α, r, ǫ, β)
and E2 = (α
′, r′, ǫ′, β′). Then the paths
P = (E1 · ιE2) ◦ (τE1 · E2), P
′ = (ιE1 · E2) ◦ (E1 · τE2)
give two different ways of rewriting the word w = αrǫβα
′r′ǫ′β
′ to the word
w = αr−ǫβα
′r′−ǫ′β
′, where in P we first apply the left-hand relation and
then the right-hand, while in P′ the relations are applied in the opposite
order; see Figure 2. We want to regard these two paths as being essentially
the same, and this is achieved by condition 1. Equivalent paths under this
condition are said to be homotopic by disjoint derivations. This relation is
also often refereed to as the exchange relation or the interchange law in the
literature; see [40].
For a subset C of ‖, the homotopy relation ∼C generated by C is the
smallest (with respect to inclusion) homotopy relation containing C. The
homotopy relation generated by the empty set ∅ is denoted by ∼0. If ∼C
coincides with ‖, then C is called a homotopy base for Γ. The presentation
〈A | R〉 is said to have finite derivation type if the derivation graph Γ of
〈A | R〉 admits a finite homotopy base. A finitely presented monoid M is
said to have finite derivation type, or to be fdt, if some (and hence any by
[35, Theorem 4.3]) finite presentation for M has finite derivation type.
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It is not difficult to see that a subset C of ‖ is a homotopy base of Γ if
and only if the set
{(P ◦Q−1, 1ιP) : (P,Q) ∈ C}
is a homotopy base for Γ. Thus we say that a set D of closed paths is a
homotopy base if the corresponding set {(P, 1ιP) : P ∈ D} is a homotopy
base.
2.3. Rational relations. For references purposes, we briefly recall here
some basic definitions and results regarding rational relations; we only con-
sider relations of the form R ⊆ A∗×B∗. The set of rational relations between
A∗ and B∗ is the smallest subset of PA∗ ×B∗ that contains the empty set
∅, all singleton sets {(u, v)}, and is closed under the operations of union,
product, and the Kleene star
X 7→ X∗ =
∞⋃
i=0
Xi.
Note that the set of rational relations is also closed under the Kleene plus
operation X 7→ X+ = X∗X.
Proposition 2.1 ([47, Examples 5.1 & 5.5]). For any regular language L ⊆
A∗, the relation
{ (u, u) : u ∈ L } ⊆ A∗ ×A∗
is rational.
Proposition 2.2. Let K ⊆ A∗ and L ⊆ B∗ be regular languages. If R ⊆
A∗ × B∗ is a rational relation, then R ∩ (K × L) is a rational relation. In
particular, K × L is a rational relation.
Proof. Let T be a transducer recognizing R and let M and N be finite
automata recognizing K and L respectively. Adapt T to simulate M and
N on the inputs from its first and second tapes, respectively, and to accept
only if the simulated copies of M and N are in accept states. This adapted
transducer recognizes R ∩ (K × L). 
2.4. Automaticity and biautomaticity.
Definition 2.3. Let A be an alphabet and let $ be a new symbol not in A.
Define the mapping $ : A∗ ×A∗ → ((A ∪ {$}) × (A ∪ {$}))∗ by
(u1 · · · um, v1 · · · vn) 7→

(u1, v1) · · · (um, vn) if m = n,
(u1, v1) · · · (un, vn)(un+1, $) · · · (um, $) if m > n,
(u1, v1) · · · (um, vm)($, vm+1) · · · ($, vn) if m < n,
and the mapping $ : A∗ ×A∗ → ((A ∪ {$}) × (A ∪ {$}))∗ by
(u1 · · · um, v1 · · · vn) 7→

(u1, v1) · · · (um, vn) if m = n,
(u1, $) · · · (um−n, $)(um−n+1, v1) · · · (um, vn) if m > n,
($, v1) · · · ($, vn−m)(u1, vn−m+1) · · · (um, vn) if m < n,
where ui, vi ∈ A.
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Definition 2.4. LetM be a finitely generated monoid. Let A be a finite set
of generators for M and let L ⊆ A∗ be a regular language such that every
element of M has at least one representative in L. For each a ∈ A ∪ {ε},
define the relations
La = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ L, ua =M v}
aL = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ L, au =M v}.
The pair (A,L) is an automatic structure for M if L$a is a regular language
over (A ∪ {$}) × (A ∪ {$}) for all a ∈ A ∪ {ε}. A monoid M is automatic,
or auto, if it admits an automatic structure with respect to some finite
generating set.
The pair (A,L) is a biautomatic structure for M if L$a, aL
$, $La, and
$
aL
are regular languages over (A ∪ {$}) × (A ∪ {$}) for all a ∈ A ∪ {ε}. A
monoid M is biautomatic, or biauto, if it admits a biautomatic structure
with respect to some finite generating set. [Note that biauto implies auto.]
Hoffmann & Thomas have made a careful study of biautomaticity for
semigroups [53]. They distinguish four notions of biautomaticity for semi-
groups that require at least one of L$a and
$La and at least one of aL
$ and $aL
to be regular. These notions are all equivalent for groups and more gener-
ally for cancellative semigroups [53, Theorem 1] but distinct for semigroups
[53, Remark 1 & § 4]. biauto clearly implies all four Hoffmann–Thomas
notions of biautomaticity. However, we shall shortly prove that, within the
class of homogeneous monoids, any of the Hoffmann–Thomas notions of
biautomaticity implies biauto (see Proposition 2.7).
In proving that R$ or $R is regular, where R is a relation on A∗, a useful
strategy is to prove that R is a rational relation (that is, a relation recognized
by a finite transducer [47, Theorem 6.1]) and then apply the following result,
which is a combination of [54, Corollary 2.5] and [53, Proposition 4]:
Proposition 2.5. If R ⊆ A∗×A∗ is rational relation and there is a constant
k such that
∣∣|u| − |v|∣∣ ≤ k for all (u, v) ∈ R, then R$ and $R are regular.
Now we shall prove some results on automaticity and biautomaticity for
the class of homogeneous monoids.
Unlike the situation for groups, both automaticity and biautomaticity for
monoids and semigroups are dependent on the choice of generating set [25,
Example 4.5]. However, for monoids, biautomaticity and automaticity are
independent of the choice of semigroup generating sets [55, Theorem 1.1].
In our particular case of homogeneous monoids, we do have independence
of the choice of generating set:
Proposition 2.6. Let M be a homogeneous monoid that is auto (respec-
tively, biauto). Then for any finite generating set C of M there is a lan-
guage K over C such that (C,K) is an automatic (respectively, biautomatic)
structure for M .
Proof. We first consider the case for auto. Suppose (B,L) is an automatic
structure for M .
Notice that both the alphabet B and the alphabet C must contain a
subalphabet representing the unique minimal generating set of M . Without
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loss of generality, assume that they both contain the alphabet A representing
this minimal generating set. For each b ∈ B, let wb ∈ A
∗ be such that
wb =M b. Let Q ⊆ B
∗ ×A∗ be the relation{
(b, w) : b ∈ B
}∗
.
Since Q is simply the subset of B∗ ×A∗ obtained by taking the Kleene star
of the finite set of elements of the form (b, wb), it is by definition a rational
relation. Let
K = L ◦ Q =
{
v ∈ A∗ : (∃u ∈ L)
(
(u, v) ∈ Q
)}
.
Let a ∈ A ∪ {ε}. Then
(u, v) ∈ Ka ⇐⇒ u ∈ K ∧ v ∈ K ∧ ua =M v
⇐⇒ (∃u′, v′ ∈ L)((u′, u) ∈ Q ∧ (v′, v) ∈ Q ∧ u′a =M v
′)
⇐⇒ (∃u′, v′ ∈ L)((u′, u) ∈ Q ∧ (v′, v) ∈ Q ∧ (u′, v′) ∈ La)
⇐⇒ (u, v) ∈ Q−1 ◦ La ◦ Q.
Since a composition of rational relations is rational [47, Theorem 4.4], it
follows that Ka = Q
−1 ◦ La ◦ Q is a rational relation. Furthermore
(u, v) ∈ Ka =⇒ ua =M v
=⇒ (ua)λ = vλ
=⇒ uλ+ aλ = vλ
=⇒ |u|+ 1 = |v|;
thus K$a is a regular language by Proposition 2.5.
For c ∈ C − A, let u = u1 · · · um ∈ A
∗ be such that u = c; then K$c =
(Ku1 ◦Ku2 ◦ · · · ◦Kum)
$ is regular by [25, Proposition 2.3] and similarly $Kc
is regular. Hence (C,K) is an automatic structure for M .
For biauto, assume (B,L) is a biautomatic structure for M and follow
the above reasoning to show that each of the languages K$a , aK
$, $Ka, and
$
aK are regular. 
Proposition 2.7. Let M be a homogeneous monoid, let B be a finite gen-
erating set for M , and let L be a regular language over B such that every
element of M has at least one representative in L and such that, for each
b ∈ B ∪ {ε}, at least one of L$b and
$Lb and at least one of bL
$ and $bL is
regular. Then M is biauto.
Proof. Suppose L$b and bL
$ are regular; the other cases are similar.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.6, the alphabet B must contain the unique
minimal generating set A of M . Construct the relation Q ⊆ B∗ × A∗ as in
the proof of Proposition 2.6. Let K = L ◦ Q.
Let a ∈ A ⊆ B. Then at least one of L$a and
$La and at least one of
aL
$ and $aL is regular. In particular, La and aL are rational relations. So
Ka = Q
−1 ◦ La ◦ Q and aK = Q
−1 ◦ aL ◦ Q are rational relations. If (u, v)
is in Ka or aK, then |u| + 1 = |v|. Hence K
$
a ,
$Ka, aK
$, and $aK are all
regular by Proposition 2.5. Since a ∈ A∪{ε} was arbitrary, this proves that
(A,K) is a biautomatic structure for M . 
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Despite the positive results obtained so far, note that auto does not
imply biauto in the class of homogeneous monoids, as we shall see below
in Example 3.1.
3. Fundamental examples
3.1. An fcrs, fdt, non-biauto, auto homogeneous monoid. In this
subsection we present a homogeneous monoid that is fcrs and thus fdt,
is auto, but is not biauto. By considering the reversal semigroup of this
example we will get a homogeneous monoid that admits a finite complete
rewriting system but is not automatic.
Example 3.1. LetMfcrsauto be the monoid defined by the presentation 〈A | R〉,
where A = {a, b, c} and R consists of the rewriting rules
cxyz → cxcz, (x, y, z ∈ {a, b})
cbca→ cacb.
Proposition 3.2. The monoid Mfcrsauto is fcrs.
Proof. The rewriting system (A,R) is noetherian because every rewriting
rule either decreases the number of non-c symbols, or it stays the same and
decreases the number of symbols b to the left of symbols a. To see that it is
confluent, notice that the only overlaps are those between the left-hand side
of cbca → cacb and the left-hand side of a rule of the form cayz → cacz,
where y, z ∈ {a, b}. However, they resolve since we have
cbcayz →
{
cacbyz → cacbcz
cbcacz → cacbcz
, for any y, z ∈ {a, b}.
Therefore (A,R) is confluent. 
Proposition 3.3. The monoid Mfcrsauto is auto, but non-biauto.
Proof. Let L be the language of normal forms of (A,R). Since (A,R) is
finite, L is regular [23, Lemma 2.1.3]. Let u ∈ L. Consider the following
cases separately:
(1) uc must also be in normal form, since no left-hand side of a rewriting
rule ends in c. Hence
Lc = { (u, u) : u ∈ L }(ε, c),
and so Lc is rational by Proposition 2.1.
(2) If ub is not in normal form, then ub must end with the left-hand side
of a rewriting rule. Hence u = u′cxy for some x, y ∈ {a, b}, then
ub = u′cxyb → u′cxcb. This word u′cxcb is in normal form since
u′cx (which is a prefix of u) is in normal form and no rewriting rule
has left-hand side cxcb for any x ∈ {a, b}. Thus
Lb = { (u, u)(ε, b) : u ∈ L, ub ∈ L }
∪ { (u′cxy, u′cxcb) : x, y ∈ {a, b}, u′cxy ∈ L }
= { (u, u)(ε, b) : u ∈ L, ub ∈ L }
∪
(
{ (u′, u′) : u′ ∈ L }{ (cxy, cxcb) : x, y ∈ {a, b} } ∩ (L× L)
)
,
and so Lb is rational by Proposition 2.2.
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(3) If ua is not in normal form, then ua must end with the left-hand
side of a rewriting rule and so either u = u′cbc or u = u′cxy for some
x, y ∈ {a, b}.
(a) If u = u′′(cb)αy, with y ∈ {a, b, c} and where α ≥ 1 is maximal,
then ua = u′′(cb)αya →∗ u′′ca(cb)α, since ua = u′′(cb)αya →
u′′(cb)αca when y ∈ {a, b}, and then cbca→ cacb. Now, u′′ca(cb)α
is in normal form since u′′ and ca(ab)α are in normal form and
the only left-hand side of a rewriting rule of that ends in ca is
cbca, and α is maximal.
(b) If u = u′cay, with y ∈ {a, b}, then ua = u′caya → u′caca and
this word is in normal form since u′ca is in normal form.
Therefore
La = { (u, ua) : u ∈ L, ua ∈ L }
∪ { (u′′(cb)αy, u′′ca(cb)α) : α ∈ N, y ∈ {a, b, c}, u′′(cb)αy ∈ L, u′′ /∈ A∗cb }
∪ { (u′cay, u′caca) : y ∈ {a, b}, u′cay ∈ L }
=
(
{ (u, u)) : u ∈ L }(ε, a) ∩ (L× L)
)
∪
(
{ (u′′u′′) : u′′ ∈ L \ (A∗cb) }(ε, ca)(cb, cb)+{ (y, ε) : y ∈ {a, b, c} } ∩ L× L
)
∪
(
{ (u′, u′) : u′ ∈ L }{ (cay, caca) : y ∈ {a, b} } ∩ L× L
)
,
and so La is a union of relations, each of which is rational by Proposition
2.1 and 2.2.
Note also that Lε = {(u, u) : u ∈ L} is rational. Hence Lx is a rational
relation for any x ∈ A∪{ε}. Moreover, if (u, v) lies in one of these relations,
then
∣∣|u| − |v|∣∣ ≤ 1 and so L$x is regular for all x ∈ A ∪ {ε} by Propositions
2.5 and 2.2. Hence Mfcrsauto is auto.
Suppose, with the aim of obtaining a contradiction, thatMfcrsauto is biauto.
Then by Proposition 2.6 it admits a biautomatic structure (A,L). Thus L is
a regular language mapping onto Mfcrsauto and cL
$ is regular. This contradicts
Lemma 3.4 below. 
Lemma 3.4. There is no regular language L ⊆ A∗ such that L maps onto
M
fcrs
auto and cL
$ is regular.
Proof. Suppose, with the aim of obtaining a contradiction, that such a lan-
guage L exists. Then (cL ◦ cL
−1)$ is regular. Let n be an even number
exceeding the number of states in an automaton recognizing (cL ◦ cL
−1)$.
Observe that
cL ◦ cL
−1 = {(u, v) ∈ L : cu =M cv}.
Notice that anbn+1 is not represented by any other word over A and similarly
bnanb is not represented by any other word over A. So anbn+1, bnanb ∈ L.
Furthermore,
canbn+1 →∗ (ca)n/2(cb)(n/2)+1
and
cbnanb→∗ (cb)n/2(ca)n/2cb
→∗ (ca)n/2(cb)(n/2)+1
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and so (anbn+1, bnanb) ∈ cL ◦ cL
−1. Since n exceeds the number of states in
an automaton recognizing (cL◦ cL
−1)$, we can apply the pumping lemma to
a segment of the word that lies within the first n letters of (anbn+1, bnanb)$
(that is, to a subword of the form (ak, bk)$ for some k ≥ 1) to see that
(an+ikbn+1, bn+ikanb) ∈ cL ◦ cL
−1 for some k ≥ 1 and for all i ∈ N. Hence,
by definition of the relation cL, we have ca
n+ikbn+1 =M cb
n+ikanb. But
can+2kbn+1 →∗ (ca)n/2+k(cb)(n/2)+1
and
cbn+2kanb→∗ (cb)n/2+k(ca)n/2cb
→∗ (ca)n/2(cb)(n/2)+k+1,
and so the normal forms of can+ikbn+1 and cbn+ikanb are unequal; this
contradicts the previous equality. Thus M is not biauto. 
3.2. An fcrs, fdt, non-biauto, non-auto homogeneous monoid.
Definition 3.5. Let S be a monoid defined by a presentation 〈A | R〉. De-
note by M rev the monoid defined by the presentation 〈A | Rrev〉, where
Rrev = {(lrev, rrev) : (l, r) ∈ R}, that is called the reversal monoid of M .
[Note that (M rev)rev ≃M .]
Example 3.6. Let Mfcrsnonauto = (M
fcrs
auto)
rev, which is defined by the presen-
tation 〈A | Rrev〉, where 〈A | R〉 is the presentation defining Example 3.1.
Since Mfcrsnonauto is presented by 〈A | R
rev〉 we can argue as in the proof
of Proposition 3.2 that the rewriting system is noetherian and that the
overlaps, that result in critical pairs, resolve in a similar way. ThusMfcrsnonauto
is also fcrs and thus fdt.
Proposition 3.7. Mfcrsnonauto is non-auto.
Proof. Suppose, with the aim of obtaining a contradiction, that Mfcrsnonauto
is auto. Let (A,L) be an automatic structure for Mfcrsnonauto. Then L
$
a is
regular for all a ∈ A ∪ {ε}. Since Mfcrsnonauto is homogeneous, if (u, v) ∈ La,
then
∣∣|u| − |v|∣∣ ≤ 1 and so $La is regular by [56, Corollary 4.2]. Notice
that ($La)
rev =
(
a(L
rev)
)$
. Hence Lrev is a regular language mapping onto(
M
fcrs
nonauto
)rev
such that
(
a(L
rev)
)$
is regular. Since
(
M
fcrs
nonauto
)rev
≃ Mfcrsauto,
this contradicts Lemma 3.4 and so Mfcrsnonauto is indeed non-auto. 
3.3. A non-fcrs, fdt, biauto, auto homogeneous monoid. The fol-
lowing homogeneous monoid was introduced by Katsura and Kobayashi [57,
Example 3], who showed that it is non-fcrs, but is fdt. We shall prove
that it is biauto and thus auto.
Example 3.8. Let A = {a, bi, ci, di : i = 1, 2, 3} and let R consist of the
rewriting rules
bia→ abi i ∈ {1, 2, 3},(3.1)
cjbj → c1b1 j ∈ {2, 3},(3.2)
bjdj → b1d1 j ∈ {2, 3}.(3.3)
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Let Mfdtbiauto = 〈A | R〉. Then M
fdt
biauto is fdt [57, § 4] but is non-fcrs [57,
Proposition 3].
Proposition 3.9. The monoid Mfdtbiauto of Example 3.8 is biauto and thus
auto.
Proof. Let S consist of the following rewriting rules:
bia→ abi i ∈ {1, 2, 3},(3.4)
cja
kbj → c1a
kb1 j ∈ {2, 3}, k ∈ N ∪ {0},(3.5)
c1a
kb1dj → cja
kb1d1 j ∈ {2, 3}, k ∈ N ∪ {0},(3.6)
bjdj → b1d1 j ∈ {2, 3}.(3.7)
Notice that every rule in S is a consequence of those in R. Indeed, using
rules in R, we have
cja
kbj ↔ cja
k−1bja↔ . . .↔ cjbja
k ↔ c1b1a
k ↔ c1ab1a
k−1 ↔ . . .↔ c1a
kb1;
and
c1a
kb1dj ↔ . . . ↔ c1b1a
kdj ↔ cjbja
kdj ↔ . . . ↔ cja
kbjdj ↔ cja
kb1d1.
Consider any ordering < of A satisfying b1 < bj < a < d1 < dj (for
j ∈ {2, 3}). By [48, Lemma 2.4.3] the right-to-left length-plus-lexicographic
order induced by < is noetherian. Moreover, any rewriting using a rule in S
decreases a word with respect to this ordering. Thus the rewriting system
(A,S) is noetherian.
To see that (A,S) is confluent, notice that there are two possible overlaps
of left-hand sides of rewriting rules: an overlap of (3.4) and (3.5), and an
overlap of (3.5) and (3.7). However, critical pairs resolve, since
cja
kbja→
{
cja
k+1bj → c1a
k+1b1
c1a
kb1a→ c1ak+1b1
and
cja
kbjdj →
{
cja
kb1d1
c1a
kb1dj → cja
kb1d1
.
Let L be the language of S-irreducible words of A∗. That is,
L = A∗ −A∗
(
{b1a, b2a, b3a} ∪ {c2, c3}a
∗{b2, b3}
∪ c1a
∗b1{d2, d3} ∪ {b2d2, b3d3}
)
A∗;
thus L is regular. To prove that (A,L) is an automatic structure forMfdtbiauto,
we first show that Lx and xL are rational relations for all x ∈ A∪{ε}. Since
L is a cross-section for Mfdtbiauto, the relations Lε and εL are both equal to
the equality relation and hence are trivially rational.
So let x ∈ A and w ∈ L. Suppose first that x ∈ {b2, b3}, then there may be
a left-hand side of a rewriting rule of type (3.5) at the rightmost end of the
word wx. In this case, w must be of the form w′cja
k for some w′ ∈ L (since
a prefix of a irreducible word is irreducible), j ∈ {2, 3} and k ∈ N ∪ {0};
applying the rewriting rule yields w′c1a
kb1, which is in normal form since
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no left-hand side of a rewrite rule contains c1 except for (3.6), which clearly
cannot be applied. So when x ∈ {b2, b3}, at most one application of a rewrite
rule at the rightmost end turns wx into a normal form word. Hence
Lbj =
{
(w,wx) : w ∈ L \ Lcja
∗
}
∪
{
(w′cja
k, w′c1a
kb1) : w
′ ∈ L, k ∈ N ∪ {0}
}
=
{
(w,w) : w ∈ L \ Lcja
∗
}
(ε, x)
∪
{
(w′, w′) : w′ ∈ L
}
(cj , c1)(a, a)
∗(ε, b1).
Hence each Lbj is a rational relation by Proposition 2.2.
Suppose now that x ∈ {d2, d3}. Reasoning similar to the previous para-
graph shows that wx is in normal form, or one application of a rewrite rule
of type (3.6) or (3.7) turns it into normal form. (Note that an application
of a rule of type (3.7) might be followed by one of type (3.5), but these can
be replaced by one of type (3.6).) Hence
Ldj =
{
(w,wx) : w ∈ L \ (Lc1a
∗b1 ∪ Ld2 ∪ Ld3)
}
∪
{
(w′c1a
kb1, w
′cja
kb1d1) : w
′ ∈ L, k ∈ N ∪ {0}
}
∪
{
(w′bj, w
′b1d1) : w
′ ∈ L \ Lc1a
∗
}
=
{
(w,w) : w ∈ L \ (Lc1a
∗b1 ∪ Ld2 ∪ Ld3)
}
(ε, x)
∪
{
(w′, w′) : w′ ∈ L
}
(c1, cj)(a, a)
∗(b1, b1)(ε, d1)
∪
{
(w′, w′) : w′ ∈ L \ Lc1a
∗
}
(bj , b1)(ε, d1).
Hence each Ldj is a rational relation by Proposition 2.2.
Suppose that x = a. Then the only rewriting rules that can apply to
wx are a sequence of rule of type (3.4), rewriting w′ybi1 · · · bika (where y /∈
{b1, b2, b3}) to w
′yabi1 · · · bik . This resulting word is in normal form, since
the only way a rewriting rule could apply was if y = ci1 , but this means the
word w would contain ci1bi1 , which contradicts w ∈ L. Hence
La =
{
(w′ybj1 · · · bjk , w
′yabj1 · · · bjk) : w
′y ∈ L, bj1 , . . . , bjk ∈ {1, 2, 3}, k ∈ N ∪ {0}
}
=
{
(w′y,w′y) : w′y ∈ L
}
(ε, a){ (bj , bj) : j ∈ {1, 2, 3} }
∗.
Finally, if x ∈ {b1, c1, c2, c3, d1}, then wx is already in normal form: hence,
in this case,
Lx = { (w,w)(ε, x) : w ∈ L }.
In each case, Lx is a rational relation. Since M
fdt
biauto is homogeneous, if
(u, v) ∈ Lx for x ∈ A, then |v| = |ua| = |u|+ 1. Furthermore, if (u, v) ∈ Lε,
then |u| = |v|. Hence L$x and
$Lx are regular for all x ∈ A ∪ {ε} by
Proposition 2.5.
Similar reasoning shows that xL is a rational relation: if x ∈ {b1, b2, b3}
and w ∈ L, then rewriting xw to normal form can consist of a sequence
of applications of rules of type (3.4) followed possibly by one of type (3.3);
for all other x, at most one rewriting rule is required. Proposition 2.5 then
applies to show that xL
$ and $xL are regular.
Hence (A,L) is a biautomatic structure for Mfdtbiauto. 
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3.4. A non-fcrs, non-fdt, biauto, auto homogeneous monoid. In
this section we give an example of a homogeneous monoid that is non-fdt
and thus non-fcrs, but which is biauto and thus auto.
Example 3.10. Let A = {a, b} and let R be the rewriting system on A∪{c}
consisting of the three rules:
Ka : ac → ca
Kb : bc → cb
C : cab → cbb.
Let P be the presentation 〈A ∪ {c} | R〉, and let Mnonfdtbiauto be the monoid
presented by P.
Theorem 3.11. The monoid Mnonfdtbiauto :
(1) has A∗ ∪ c+b∗a∗ as set of unique normal forms (that is, it is a set,
over the generating set A, in one-to-one correspondence with the
elements of Mnonfdtbiauto );
(2) is biauto and thus auto;
(3) is non-fdt and thus non-fcrs.
Part 1 of Theorem 3.11 will follow from Lemma 3.13 below, and part 2 is
proved in Lemma 3.14. Then, the rest of the subsection will be devoted to
proving that Mnonfdtbiauto is non-fdt, thus establishing part 3.
Remark 3.12. The methods we use here to prove that Example 3.10 is not-
fdt are similar to those used in the proof of [44, Theorem 1]. In particular
we will use the notion of critical peaks, and resolution of critical peaks, in
our proof. We refer the reader to [44, Section 2] for the definitions of these
concepts, and their connection with complete rewriting systems and fdt.
Let us begin by fixing some of the notation. We start by adding to P
infinitely many rules of the form
Cu : cuab→ cubb (u ∈ A
∗)
and denote by R′ the set of all these rules. Notice first that Cǫ is precisely
the rule C defined above and that, for any word u ∈ A∗ the words cuab
and cubb represent the same element of the monoid Mnonfdtbiauto , since in the
word cuab we can use relations of the form Kx to pass the letter c through
the word u from left to right, then replace cab by cbb using the relation
C, and finally move the c back through u again from right to left using
the relations Kx. It follows that the presentations P = 〈A ∪ {c} | R〉 and
P = 〈A ∪ {c} | R ∪ R′〉 are equivalent presentations, in the sense that two
words u, v ∈ (A ∪ {c})∗ are equivalent modulo the relations R if and only if
they are equivalent modulo the relations R∪R′. In particular, the monoid
M
nonfdt
biauto is also defined by the infinite presentation
P =
〈
A ∪ {c} | R ∪R′
〉
.
Lemma 3.13. The infinite presentation P is a complete presentation of
M
nonfdt
biauto . The set of irreducible words with respect to this complete rewriting
system is
A∗ ∪ c+b∗a∗ = A∗ ∪ { cibjcl : i ∈ N, j, k ∈ N ∪ {0} }.
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Proof. The fact that P is a presentation for Mnonfdtbiauto follows from the com-
ments made before the statement of the lemma. By considering the (left-to-
right) length-plus-lexicographic ordering on {a, b, c}∗ induced by a > b > c
one sees that the rewriting system P is noetherian.
The set of irreducible words under this rewriting system is the set A∗ ∪
c+b∗a∗. Indeed, if a irreducible word contains a symbol c, it cannot be to
the left of a symbol from A, otherwise we could apply a relation Ka or Kb.
Moreover, if the word also contains a symbol b, then all symbols a must
be to the right of the rightmost symbol b, since otherwise we could use a
relation of the form Cu.
Finally, to prove that P is confluent it suffices to consider all possible
overlaps between left-hand sides of the rewriting rules Kx (x ∈ A) and Cu
(u ∈ A∗), showing that all critical peaks arising from these overlaps resolve
(see [44, Section 2]). There are three different ways in which these rewrite
rules can overlap, giving rise to three types of critical peaks, all of which
can be resolved; see Figure 3. This proves that P is confluent and thus
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.14. The monoid Mnonfdtbiauto is biauto.
Proof. Let L = A∗∪c+b∗a∗. We will prove that (A∪{c}, L) is a biautomatic
structure for Mnonfdtbiauto . By the previous lemma, L is a regular language such
that every element of Mnonfdtbiauto has a unique representative in L. Hence
Lε = { (w,w) : w ∈ L };
thus Lε is a rational relation.
Now let u ∈ L. Regardless of whether u ∈ A∗ or u ∈ c+b∗a∗, the word ua
also lies in L. Hence
La = { (u, ua) : u ∈ L } = { (u, u) : u ∈ L }(ε, a)
is a rational relation by Proposition 2.1.
If u ∈ A∗, then ub also lies in L. On the other hand, if u = cibjak, then
ub = cibjakb→∗ cibj+k+1 via a sequence of applications of rules Cu. Hence
Lb = { (u, ub) : u ∈ A
∗ } ∪ { (cibjak, cibj+k+1) : i ≥ 1, j, k ≥ 0 }
= { (u, u) : u ∈ A∗ }(ε, b) ∪ (c, c)+(b, b)∗(a, b)∗(ε, a)
is a rational relation by Proposition 2.1.
If u = ak, then uc = akc→∗ cak using a sequence of applications of rules
Ka. If u ∈ A
∗ and u contains at least one symbol b, then u = u′bak for
some u′ ∈ A∗ and k ∈ N ∪ {0} and so uc = u′bakc →∗ cu′bak →∗ cb|u
′|+1ak
by a sequences of applications of rules of Ka and Kb and a sequence of
applications of rules Cu. Hence
Lc = { (a
k, cak) : k ≥ 0 }
∪ { (ubak, cb|u|+1ak) : u ∈ A∗, k ≥ 0 }
∪ { (cibjak, ci+1bjak) : i ≥ 1, j, k ≥ 0 }
= (ε, c)(a, a)∗
∪ (ε, c){(a, b), (b, b)}∗(b, b)(a, a)∗
∪ (ε, c)(c, c)+(b, b)∗(a, a)∗
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is a rational relation.
Similar reasoning shows that
aL = { (u, au) : u ∈ A
∗ }
∪ { (ciak, ciak+1) : i ≥ 1, k ≥ 0 }
∪ { (cibjak, cibj+1ak) : i, j ≥ 1, k ≥ 0 }
= (ε, a){(a, a), (b, b)}∗
∪ (c, c)+(a, a)∗(ε, a)
∪ (c, c)+(b, b)+(ε, b)(a, a)∗;
bL = { (u, bu) : u ∈ A
∗ }
∪ { (cibjak, cibj+1ak) : i ≥ 1, j, k ≥ 0 }
= (ε, b){(a, a), (b, b)}∗
∪ (c, c)+(ε, b)(b, b)+(aa, a)∗
cL = { (a
k, cak) : k ≥ 0 };
∪ { (ubak, cb|u|+1ak) : u ∈ A∗, k ≥ 0 }
∪ { (cibjak, ci+1bjak) : i ≥ 1, j, k ≥ 0 }
= (ε, c)(a, a)∗
∪ (ε, c){(a, b), (b, b)}∗(b, b)(a, a)∗
∪ (ε, c)(c, c)+(b, b)∗(a, a)∗;
thus aL, bL, and cL are all rational.
Since (u, v) ∈ xL∪Lx for any x ∈ A∪ε implies
∣∣|u|− |v| ≤ 1∣∣, Proposition
2.5 shows that their images under $ and $ are regular. Hence (A,L) is a
biautomatic structure for Mnonfdtbiauto . 
Let Γ denote the derivation graph of P, and Γ the derivation graph of P.
Let ΓZ denote the connected components of Γ with vertex set the set of all
words in A ∪ {c} with at least two occurrences of the letter c. Likewise let
ΓZ be the connected component of Γ with the same vertex set as ΓZ .
There are three infinite families (CT1), (CT2) and (CT3) of closed paths
in Γ, as displayed in Figure 3, that correspond to resolutions of all critical
peaks. Each such closed path we obtain we shall call a critical circuit. Let us
denote by C the critical circuits of the form (CT1) and (CT3) and denote by
Z the critical circuits of the form (CT2). Observe that the critical circuits
in Z are in ΓZ since the words labelling vertices in (CT2) all contain two
occurrences of the letter c. The set of critical circuits C∪Z forms an infinite
homotopy base for Γ (see [44, Lemma 3]).
We now want to use the infinite homotopy base C ∪ Z for Γ to obtain an
infinite homotopy base for Γ. In order to do this we need to take the critical
circuits (CT1)–(CT3) and transform them into circuits in the derivation
graph Γ by replacing each occurrence of an edge Cu by a corresponding
path in Γ.
As mentioned above when proving that P and P are equivalent presen-
tations, the edges Cu can be realized in Γ by paths Cu which are defined
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xcuab
cxuab (CT1) xcubb
cxubb
Kx · uab x · Cu
Cxu Kx · ubb
cuabc
cubbc (CT2) cuacb
cubcb cucab
cucbb
Cu · c cua ·Kb
cub ·Kb cu ·Ka · b
cu ·Kb · b cu · C
cuabvab
cubbvab (CT3) cuabvbb
cubbvbb
Cu · vab Cuabv
Cubbv Cu · vbb
Figure 3. Resolutions of the critical peaks in the derivation
graph Γ of the presentation P . Here x, y ∈ A and u, v ∈ A∗.
inductively as follows: we first set Cǫ to be the rule C, and then for u = xu
′,
with x ∈ A and u′ ∈ A∗ we set Cu to be the path
Cu : cxu
′ab
K−1x ·u
′ab
−−−−−−→ xcu′ab
x·Cu′−−−→ xcu′bb
Kx·u′bb−−−−−→ cxu′bb.(3.8)
So, Cu is the path in Γ from cuab to cubb given by commuting c through u
using the relations Kx, applying the relation C to transform ucab into ucbb,
and then commuting c back through u again using the relations Kx, ending
at the vertex cubb.
Now let us define a mapping ϕ from the set of paths P (Γ) in Γ to the set
of paths P (Γ) in Γ. Let ϕ : P (Γ)→ P (Γ) be the map given by (α ·Cu ·β)ϕ =
α ·Cu ·β, for all α, β ∈ (A∪{c})
∗ and u ∈ A∗, and defined to be the identity
on every other edge of Γ. Let C = (C)ϕ and Z = (Z)ϕ. Since C ∪Z forms a
homotopy base for Γ it follows that C ∪ Z is an infinite homotopy base for
Γ (see [35, Corollary 3.7]).
Observe that the infinite homotopy base C ∪Z for Γ is nothing more than
the set of circuits in Γ obtained by taking the set of circuits (CT1)–(CT3)
and replacing each occurrence of the edge Cu by the path Cu defined in (3.8).
Let us denote this corresponding set of circuits C ∪Z in Γ by (CT1)–(CT3).
The monoid Mnonfdtbiauto is presented by the finite presentation P and Γ is
the derivation graph of P which has an infinite homotopy base C ∪ Z.
Lemma 3.15 ([35, Discussion before Definition 3.3]). If Mnonfdtbiauto were fdt
then there would be a finite subset C0 ∪ Z0 of C ∪ Z which would be a finite
homotopy base for Γ.
Sketch. Since D is a finite homotopy base, each path in D is homotopic to an
empty path using finitely many paths from C ∪Z, and thus the finite subset
of C ∪ Z consisting of all paths arising this way is a homotopy base. 
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Our aim now is to show that this leads to a contradiction, and thus
conclude that Mnonfdtbiauto is not fdt. In order to do this we shall now define a
mapping from the set of paths P (Γ) in Γ into the integral monoid ring ZM.
Define Φ : P (Γ)→ ZM to be the unique map which extends the mapping:
• (α ·Ka · β)Φ = α, (α ·Kb · β)Φ = α, and
• (α · C · β)Φ = α,
where α, β ∈ (A ∪ {c})∗ and α ∈ Mnonfdtbiauto denotes the element of M
nonfdt
biauto
represented by the word α, to paths in such a way that
(P ◦Q)Φ = (P)Φ + (Q)Φ and (P−1)Φ = −(P)Φ.
The following basic properties of Φ are then easily verified for all paths
P,Q ∈ P (Γ) and words α, β ∈ (A ∪ {c})∗:
(1) (α · P · β)Φ = α · (P)Φ
(2) (P ◦ P−1)Φ = 0
(3) ([P,Q])Φ = 0 where
[P,Q] = (P · ιQ) ◦ (τP ·Q) ◦ (P−1 · τQ) ◦ (ιP ·Q−1).
(4) If P ∼0 Q then (P)Φ = (Q)Φ.
Here, property 4 follows from properties 1, 2 and 3. Note that property 4
implies that Φ induces a well-defined map on the homotopy classes of paths
of Γ.
In what follows we shall often omit bars from the top of words in the
images under Φ and simply write words from (A ∪ {c})∗ with the obvious
intended meaning. Recall that C is the set of critical circuits of the form
(CT1) and (CT3), and that C = (C)ϕ is the corresponding set of circuits in
Γ. Let F = A∗ denote the free monoid on the alphabet A.
Lemma 3.16. If Mnonfdtbiauto is fdt then the submodule 〈(C)Φ〉ZF , of the left
ZF -module ZF , generated by (C)Φ is a finitely generated left ZF -module.
Proof. Assume that Mnonfdtbiauto is fdt and therefore P is fdt. Since C ∪ Z is
a homotopy base for its derivation graph Γ, by Lemma 3.15 there are finite
subsets C0 ⊆ C and Z0 ⊆ Z such that C0∪Z0 is a finite homotopy base for Γ.
Let P ∈ C be arbitrary. We claim that (P)Φ ∈ 〈(C0)Φ〉ZF . Once established,
this will prove the lemma, since (C0)Φ is a finite subset of 〈(C)Φ〉ZF .
By [44, Lemma 2], since P is a closed path in Γ and C0∪Z0 is a homotopy
base for Γ, we can write
P ∼0 P
−1
1 ◦ (α1 ·Q1 · β1) ◦ P1 ◦ · · · ◦ P
−1
n ◦ (αn ·Qn · βn) ◦ Pn,(3.9)
where each Pi ∈ P (Γ), αi, βi ∈ (A ∪ {c})
∗ and Qi ∈ (C0 ∪ Z0)
±1.
Since the vertices of P have exactly one c, and all the relations in the
presentation P involve the letter c, it follows that αi, βi ∈ A
∗ and Qi ∈ C0,
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Applying Φ gives
(P)Φ = α1(Q1)Φ + · · ·+ αn(Qn)Φ ∈ 〈(C0)Φ〉ZF
as claimed. 
To complete our proof, it remains to compute the subset (C)Φ of ZF and
then prove that the submodule 〈(C)Φ〉ZF of ZF is not finitely generated as
a left ZF -module. Recall that C is the set of critical circuits of the form
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(CT1) and (CT3), and that C = (C)ϕ. So C is the set of closed paths (CT1)
and (CT3) obtained by applying the mapping ϕ to the closed paths (CT1)
and (CT3), that is, obtained by taking each occurrence of Cu and replacing
it by the path Cu.
From equation (3.8) we have, for any word u ∈ A∗, if u = xu′, with x ∈ A,
the equality (Cu)Φ = −1M+x ·(Cu′)Φ+1M = x ·(Cu′)Φ, and thus we deduce
that (Cu)Φ = u. Using this fact, the result of computing a critical circuit in
C under the map Φ is given by:
• (P)Φ = 0ZM, for a critical circuit P of the family (CT1);
• (P)Φ = u(ab− bb)v, for a critical circuit P of the family (CT3).
The next lemma completes the proof of Theorem 3.11.
Lemma 3.17. The submodule 〈(C)Φ〉ZF of ZF , where
(C)Φ = {u(ab− bb)v | u, v ∈ A∗} ∪ {0ZM},
is not finitely generated as a left ZF -module, and therefore Mnonfdtbiauto is not
fdt.
Proof. Suppose, with the aim of obtaining a contradiction, that 〈(C)Φ〉ZF is
finitely generated as a left ZF -module. Then there exists a finite subset X
of (C)Φ such that 〈X〉ZF ⊇ (C)Φ. Let n ∈ N be the maximal length of a
word v where u(ab− bb)v ∈ X. We shall show that (ab− bb)an+1 belongs to
(C)Φ but not to 〈X〉ZF . Suppose that in ZF we have
(ab− bb)an+1 =
k∑
i=1
αi(ab− bb)vi,
where αi, vi ∈ A
∗ and |vi| ≤ n, for i = 1, . . . , k. Then for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
we have either bban+1 = αjabvj or bba
n+1 = αjbbvj in the free monoid
F = {a, b}∗, which clearly contradicts the fact that |vi| ≤ n. We conclude
that (C)Φ is not finitely generated as a left ZF -module, and it then follows
from Lemma 3.16 that Mnonfdtbiauto is not fdt. 
4. Free products of homogeneous monoids
In Section 3, we gave four examples of homogeneous monoids that possess
certain combinations of the properties fcrs, fdt, biauto, and auto. In
this section, we use free products to construct examples with the remaining
consistent combinations of these properties. Note that if monoids M1 and
M2 have homogeneous presentations 〈A1 | R1〉 and 〈A2 | R2〉, then their free
product M1 ∗M2 is defined by the presentation 〈A1 ∪A2 | R1 ∪R2〉 and is
thus also homogeneous.
First we consider the interaction of the free product with biauto and
auto. It is known that the free product of two monoids is auto if and
only if each of the monoids is auto ([25, Theorem 6.2], [55, Theorem 1.2]).
While it would be possible to extend this result to biautomaticity for general
monoids, this generalization does not appear in the literature. This paper
required the biautomaticity result only for homogeneous monoids, and the
proofs are simpler in this case:
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Proposition 4.1. Let M1 and M2 be homogeneous monoids. Then M1 ∗
M2 is auto (respectively, biauto) if and only if M1 and M2 are auto
(respectively, biauto).
Proof. Let 〈A1 | R1〉 and 〈A2 | R2〉 be homogeneous presentations for M1
and M2, respectively.
SupposeM1∗M2 is auto; the proof for biauto is similar. By Proposition
2.6, M1 ∗ M2 admits an automatic structure (A1 ∪ A2, L). Since M1 is
homogeneous, there is no non-empty word over A1 representing the identity
of M1; hence every word in (A1 ∪A2)
∗ representing an element of M2 must
lie in A∗2. Thus (A2, L ∩ A
∗
2) is an automatic structure for M2; similarly,
(A1, L ∩A
∗
1) is an automatic structure for M1.
On the other hand, suppose M1 and M2 are auto; again, the proof for
biauto is similar. Then there are automatic structures (A1, L1) and (A2, L2)
for M1 and M2 respectively. By [25, Corollary 5.5], assume without loss of
generality that every element of M1 and M2 has a unique representative in
L1 and L2, respectively. Let
L = {ε}(4.1)
∪
((
L1 ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)(
L2 ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
))+
(4.2)
∪
((
L1 ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)(
L2 ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
))∗(
L1 ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)
(4.3)
∪
((
L2 ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
)(
L1 ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
))+
(4.4)
∪
((
L2 ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
)(
L1 ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
))∗(
L2 ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
)
;(4.5)
note that L is a disjoint union of the languages (4.1)–(4.5). (Note that the
language L is not equal to (L1L2)
∗: every word in L is a product of words
strictly alternating between non-empty words from L1 and words from L2.)
Since every element of M1 ∗M2 is represented by a unique element of L,
Lε = { (u, u) : u ∈ L }
is a rational relation.
Now let a ∈ A1, and let va be the unique word in L1 that is equal to a
(note that va will either be a itself or another generator that is equal to a).
Suppose that u ∈ L lies in (4.2) or (4.5). Then uva is the unique word in L
that is equal to ua. On the other hand, if u ∈ L lies in (4.3) or (4.4), then
it is of the form u′s, where s ∈ L2 and s is the maximal suffix of u lying
in A∗1. In this case, the unique word in L equal to ua is u
′t, where t is the
unique word in L1 equal to sa: that is, where (s, t) ∈ (L1)a. Hence
La = {(ε, va)}
∪
(
(L1)ε ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)(
(L2)ε ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
)
(ε, va)
∪
((
(L1)ε ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)(
(L2)ε ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
))∗(
(L1)a ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)
∪
(
(L2)ε ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
)((
(L1)ε ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)(
(L2)ε ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
))∗(
(L1)a ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)
∪
((
(L2)ε ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
)(
(L1)ε ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
))∗(
(L2)ε ∩ (A
+
2 ×A
+
2 )
)(
(L1)a ∩ (A
+
1 ×A
+
1 )
)
.
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Thus La is a rational relation.
Since M1 ∗M2 is homogeneous, if (u, v) ∈ Lx for x ∈ A, then |v| = |ua| =
|u| + 1. Furthermore, if (u, v) ∈ Lε, then |u| = |v|. Hence L
$
x and
$Lx are
regular for all x ∈ A ∪ {ε} by Proposition 2.5. Thus M1 ∗M2 is automatic.
(This reasoning is essentially [25, Proof of Theorem 6.2], but simplified
because we consider only homogeneous semigroups.) 
Now we consider the interaction of free product with fcrs within the
class of homogeneous monoids.
Theorem 4.2 ([58, Theorem D]). Let M1 and M2 be monoids. Suppose
that M2 has no non-trivial left- or right-invertible elements. If M1 ∗M2 is
fcrs, then M1 and M2 are fcrs.
Proposition 4.3. Let M1 and M2 be homogeneous monoids. Then M1 ∗M2
is fcrs if and only if M1 and M2 are fcrs.
Proof. SupposeM1∗M2 is fcrs. SinceM1 andM2 are homogeneous, neither
contains any non-trivial left- or right-invertible elements. SoM1 andM2 are
both fcrs by Theorem 4.2.
The converse part follows by [42, Proposition 4.3]. 
Finally, we recall the following result on the interaction of the free product
and fdt:
Theorem 4.4 ([41, 42]). Let M1 and M2 be monoids. Then M1 ∗M2 is
fdt if and only if M1 and M2 are fdt.
Now, the examples in Section 3 suffice to construct the remaining ex-
amples in Figure 1 by taking their free products. Regarding Figure 1 as a
semilattice, examples in Section 3 correspond to the elements of this semilat-
tice that have no non-trivial decomposition. Proposition 4.3, Theorem 4.4,
and Proposition 4.1 together show that by taking a free product, one obtains
a new monoid whose properties are given by taking the logical conjunction
(that is, the ‘and’ operation) of the corresponding properties. That is, given
two monoids Mab and M
c
d, their free product M
a
b ∗M
c
d will have the weaker
of the two properties a and b (which lie in {fcrs, fdt,nonfdt}) and the
weaker of the two properties c and d (which lie in {biauto,auto,nonauto}).
Thus, to summarize:
• Mfcrsauto ∗M
fdt
biauto is non-fcrs, fdt, non-biauto, auto;
• Mfdtbiauto ∗M
fcrs
nonauto is non-fcrs, fdt, non-biauto, non-auto;
• Mfcrsauto ∗M
nonfdt
biauto is non-fcrs, non-fdt, non-biauto, auto;
• Mfcrsnonauto ∗M
nonfdt
biauto is non-fcrs, non-fdt, non-biauto, non-auto.
Theorem 4.5. For each consistent combination of the properties fcrs, fdt,
biauto, auto, and their negations, there exists a homogeneous monoid with
exactly that combination of properties.
5. From homogeneous to n-ary multihomogeneous monoids
Thus far we have proved that for every consistent combination of the
properties fcrs, fdt, biauto, auto, and their negations, there exists a
homogeneous monoid with exactly those properties. In the remainder of
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the paper, we show that such monoids exist in the more restricted class of
n-ary homogenous monoids, and show that monoids with some consistent
combinations of these properties exist in the even more restricted class of
n-ary multihomogeneous monoids. The current section describes the overall
strategy and results; the following two sections then develop the necessary
concepts and techniques. First, we introduce and investigate the theory of
abstractly Rees-commensuable semigroups in Section 6, ultimately proving
Corollary 6.5, which implies that from each homogeneous monoid listed
in Table 1, we can obtain an n-ary homogeneous monoid with the same
combination of properties. Thus we have the following analogy of Theorem
4.5 for n-ary homogeneous monoids:
Theorem 5.1. For each consistent combination of the properties fcrs,
fdt, biauto, auto, and their negations, there exists an n-ary homoge-
neous monoid with exactly that combination of properties.
Since we have examples of n-ary homogeneous monoids with all consis-
tent combinations of the properties fcrs, fdt, biauto, auto, and their
negations, the next step is to extend these examples to n-ary multihomo-
geneous monoids. With that aim, in Section 7 we define and investigate
an embedding of a (n-ary) homogeneous monoid into a 2-generated (n-ary)
multihomogeneous monoid. As stated below in Corollary 7.13, passing to
and from the (n-ary) multihomogeneous monoid preserves fdt, auto, and
biauto. Furthermore, passing to the (n-ary) multihomogeneous monoid
preserves fcrs. It is unknown whether fcrs is preserved passing back to
the original (n-ary) homogeneous monoid, or, equivalently, whether non-
fcrs is preserved on passing to the (n-ary) multihomogeneous monoid. Ap-
plying this embedding technique to the list of n-ary homogeneous monoids
we discussed above, we get the following results:
Theorem 5.2. For each consistent combination of the properties fcrs, bi-
auto, auto, and their negations, there exists an n-ary multihomogeneous
monoid with exactly that combination of properties.
Theorem 5.3. For each consistent combination of the properties fdt, bi-
auto, auto, and their negations, there exists an n-ary multihomogeneous
monoid with exactly that combination of properties.
To obtain an analogue of Theorem 5.1 for n-ary multihomogeneous monoids
it would be sufficient to find a multihomogeneous monoid that is non-fcrs,
fdt, and biauto. Indeed, in that case, combining Theorems 5.2 and 5.3
with the results of Section 4 and noting that a free product of multihomoge-
neous monoids is again multihomogeneous, we would get, for any consistent
combination of biauto, auto, and their negations, an example of an fdt,
non-fcrsmultihomogeneous monoid with exactly that combination of prop-
erties. Therefore, from Corollary 6.5 we would get examples of n-ary multi-
homogeneous monoids with exactly the same discussed properties. Joining
these examples with the examples from Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 we would get
the intended result. Thus we have the following question:
Question 5.4. Does there exist a multihomogeneous monoid that is fdt,
but non-fcrs?
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6. Abstractly Rees-commensurable semigroups
We introduce a new definition which is inspired by the notions of abstractly
commensurable groups [36, §§ iv.27ff.] and Rees index for semigroups [59].
A subsemigroup T of a given semigroup S has finite Rees index if S \ T is
finite. In that case the semigroup S is said to be a small extension of T , and
T a large subsemigroup of S. The main interest is that large subsemigroups
and small extensions of a given semigroup share many important properties
of that semigroup (see [60] for a survey).
Definition 6.1. Two semigroups S1 and S2 are said to be abstractly Rees-
commensurable if there are finite Rees index subsemigroups Ti ⊆ Si (for
i = 1, 2) with T1 ∼= T2.
Is is easy to verify that abstract Rees-commensurability is an equivalence
relation on semigroups.
This notion can be naturally extended to ideals.
Definition 6.2. Two semigroups S1 and S2 are said to be abstract Rees-
ideal-commensurable if there are finite Rees index ideals Ui ⊆ Si (for i = 1, 2)
with U1 ∼= U2.
The idea behind these notions is that abstract Rees-ideal-commensurable
semigroups share many important properties, such as fcrs, fdt, biauto,
and auto.
Proposition 6.3. fcrs, fdt, biauto, and auto are preserved under ab-
stract Rees-ideal-commensurability:
Proof. • It is known that fcrs is inherited by small extensions [43,
Theorem 1] and by large subsemigroups [61, Theorem 1.1]. Although
the result for small extensions was stated in the context of monoids,
it can be naturally extended to semigroups. These two results im-
ply that fcrs is preserved under abstract Rees(-ideal)-commensura-
bility.
• It is known that fdt is inherited by small extensions [43, Theorem 2]
of monoids, and by large semigroup ideals [45, Theorem 1]. We
recall that the notion of finite derivation type was first introduced
for monoids, but it was naturally extended to the semigroup case
[62, Section 2].
The result on small extensions can be easily adapted for the semi-
group case. Indeed, let T be a semigroup and consider the monoid
T 1 obtained from T by adding an identity. If T is fdt the deriva-
tion graph of T 1 can be obtained from the derivation graph of T
by adding an extra connected component with a single vertex corre-
sponding to the empty word. Thus T 1 is fdt. Now, if S is a small
extension of the semigroup T , it turns out that the monoid S1 is a
small extension of the monoid T 1. Therefore, by [43, Theorem 2] the
monoid S1 is fdt. But S is a large ideal of S1, and by [45, Theorem
1] we conclude that S is fdt.
The two results on small extensions and large ideals of semigroups
show that fdt is preserved under abstract Rees-ideal-commensura-
bility.
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• By [63, Theorem 1.1] and its natural analogue for biauto, both
auto and biauto are inherited by small extensions and by large
subsemigroups, and therefore auto and biauto are preserved under
abstract Rees(-ideal)-commensurability.

The preceding result is important because, in the case of (multi)homogeneous
and n-ary (multi)homogeneous monoids, the following result holds:
Proposition 6.4. Every finitely presented (multi)homogeneous monoid is
Rees-ideal-commensurable to an n-ary (multi)homogeneous monoid, where
n can be chosen arbitrarily as long as it is greater than or equal to the length
of the longest relation in R.
Proof. Let 〈A | R〉 be a finite homogeneous presentation of a monoid M .
Let n be chosen arbitrarily, provided it is greater than or equal to the
maximum length of a relation in R. We are going to construct an n-
ary (multi)homogeneous monoid M ′ and show it is abstract Rees-ideal-
commensurable to M by finding isomorphic ideals I and I ′ of M and M ′
respectively.
Let I = {[u]M ∈M : |u| ≥ n}. Note that I is an ideal of finite Rees index
in M , since its complement in M is the finite set
⋃
0≤i<n{[a1]M · · · [ai]M :
a1, . . . , ai ∈ A}.
Let R′ = {(uℓv, urv) : (ℓ, r) ∈ R, u, v ∈ A∗, |uℓv| = n}. Consider the
n-ary (multi)homogeneous presentation 〈A | R′〉, and let M ′ be the monoid
defined by it.
The set I ′ = {[u]M ′ ∈ M
′ : |u| ≥ n} is an ideal of M ′. Moreover, I ′ has
finite Rees index in M ′.
Since R′ is contained in the Thue congruence generated by R, we can
define a map ϕ : I ′ → I, with ([u]M ′)ϕ = [u]M . Given [u]M in I, thus with
u ∈ A∗ and |u| ≥ n, we have [u]M ′ ∈ I
′ by definition of I ′. Therefore ϕ
is surjective. It is also injective since, for any [u]M ′ , [v]M ′ ∈ I
′ such that
([u]M ′)ϕ = ([v]M ′)ϕ, we get [u]M = [v]M , with |u| = |v| ≥ n, and therefore
[u]M ′ = [v]M ′ . It is routine to check that ϕ is a homomorphism. Thus I and
I ′ are isomorphic finite Rees index ideals of M and M ′. So M and M ′ are
abstract Rees-ideal-commensurable. 
Corollary 6.5. Let P be a set of properties preserved under abstract Rees-
ideal-commensurability. Then there exists a (multi)homogeneous monoid
satisfying every property in P if and only if there exists an n-ary (multi)ho-
mogeneous monoid satisfying every property in P .
Note that the set of properties P can contain ‘negative’ properties like
‘not finitely generated’. As an immediate consequence, we obtain Theorem
5.1
7. From n-ary homogeneous to n-ary multihomogeneous monoids
We now develop the embedding technique that allows us to construct
multihomogeneous examples. The technique embeds a homogeneous monoid
into a multihomogenous monoid that shares several of the properties under
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study. If the original monoid is n-ary homogeneous, then the monoid it is em-
bedded into is n-ary multihomogenous, so we use the formulations ‘(n-ary)
homogeneous’ and ‘(n-ary) multihomogeneous’ to indicate that statements
apply to both the general and n-ary cases.
Let us start by fixing some notation that will be maintained throughout
this section. Let M be a finitely generated (n-ary) homogeneous monoid,
and let 〈A | R〉 be a (n-ary) homogeneous presentation defining M . Recall
that A = {a1, . . . , am} is minimal, so that any other generating set of M
contains A (see discussion at the end of Subsection 2.1).
We define a homomorphism
φ : A∗ → {x, y}∗, ai 7→ x
2yixym+1−i.
Denote by N the finitely generated monoid presented by 〈x, y | Rφ〉, where
Rφ denotes the set {(ℓφ, rφ) : (ℓ, r) ∈ R}.
Proposition 7.1. The monoid N , defined by the presentation 〈x, y | Rφ〉,
is (n(m+ 4)-ary) multihomogeneous.
Proof. The presentation 〈A | R〉 is homogeneous hence, for any (u, v) ∈ R,
we have |u| = |v|. Since aiφ contains 3 symbols x and m+ 1 symbols y for
all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, it follows that |uφ|x = 3|u| = 3|v| = |vφ|x and |uφ|y =
(m+ 1)|u| = (m+ 1)|v| = |vφ|y. Hence 〈x, y | Rφ〉 is multihomogeneous.
If the presentation 〈A | R〉 is n-ary homogeneous, then also for any re-
lation (u, v) ∈ R, we have |u| = |v| = n. But in that case we get |uφ| =
|uφ|x+ |uφ|y = 3|u|+(m+1)|u| = 3n+(m+1)n = n(m+4), and similarly
for |vφ|. 
A subset C of {x, y}∗ is a code if it is a set of free generators for the
submonoid of {x, y}∗ generated by C [64, Subsection 7.2]. That is the case
for the set Aφ = {x2yixym+1−i : i = 1, . . . ,m}. Furthermore, Aφ is what is
called a prefix code, since no word of Aφ is a proper prefix of another word
in Aφ [7, Chapter 6].
By [7, Proposition 6.1.3], since φ induces a bijection from A to the code
Aφ, we conclude that φ is injective, and for that reason φ is called a coding
morphism for Aφ.
Proposition 7.2. The monoid M presented by 〈A | R〉 embeds into the
monoid N presented by 〈x, y | Rφ〉 via the map [u]M 7→ [uφ]N , and the
words over {x, y} representing elements of (the image of) M are precisely
the words in (A∗)φ.
Proof. Consider the natural projection ρN of {x, y}
∗ onto N , whose kernel
is generated by Rφ. Since φ is injective, the kernel of the composition
φ ◦ ρN : A
∗ → N is the congruence generated by R.
The natural projection of ρM of A
∗ onto M has the same kernel has the
map φ ◦ ρN . By [64, Theorem 1.5.2] there is a monomorphism φ : M → N
such that (M)φ = (A∗)φ ◦ ρN and ([u]M )φ = (u)φ ◦ ρN = [uφ]N . 
We shall now turn our attention to investigating the relationship between
fdt holding in M and fdt holding in N . For this we shall prove some
results which relate the Squier graphs of M and N .
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Let ∆ denote the subgraph of Γ(〈x, y |Rφ〉) induced on the set of vertices
(Aφ)∗.
Let us extend the mapping φ : A∗ → {x, y}∗ to a mapping from the
derivation graph Γ(〈A | R〉) to the derivation graph Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉) mapping
an edge E = (w1, (ℓ, r), ǫ, w2) to an edge Eφ = (w1φ, (ℓφ, rφ), ǫ, w2φ). The
mapping φ extends to a mapping between paths by putting
(E1E2 . . .Ek)φ = (E1φ)(E2φ) . . . (Ekφ),
for any edges E1,E2, . . . ,Ek of Γ(〈A | R〉).
Lemma 7.3. The mapping φ : Γ(〈A | R〉)→ Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉) has the following
properties.
(1) φ maps A∗ bijectively to (Aφ)∗;
(2) For every edge E in Γ(〈A | R〉) we have
ι(Eφ) = (ιE)φ, and τ(Eφ) = (τE)φ;
(3) For every edge E in Γ(〈A | R〉) and every pair of words u, v ∈ A∗ we
have
(u · E · v)φ = uφ · Eφ · vφ;
(4) φ maps the edge-set of Γ(〈A | R〉) bijectively to the edge-set of ∆.
Proof. (i) It follows from the fact that φ is an injective homomorphism from
A∗ into {x, y}∗, and thus φ maps bijectively A∗ to its image (A∗)φ = (Aφ)∗.
(ii) & (iii) The identities follow from the definition of the extended map φ
on edges and from the fact that φ is a homomorphism.
(iv) The injectivity of the edge-set of Γ(〈A | R〉) to the edge-set of ∆, follows
from the injectivity of φ. Now, consider an edge F = (z1, (ℓφ, rφ), ǫ, z2) of
∆, and suppose without lost of generality, that ǫ = +1.
The word ιF = z1(ℓφ)z2 decomposes as a concatenation of words in Aφ;
that is, words of the form x2yjxym+1−j for various j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Since
subwords x2 only occur at the start of such words in Aφ, the x2 at the start
of ℓφ lies at the start of a word from Aφ in the decomposition of ιF. Since
all words in Aφ have the same length, ℓφ must also finish at the end of some
word from Aφ in the decomposition of ιF. Hence z1 and z2 are (possibly
empty) concatenations of words in Aφ, and so z1 = w1φ and z2 = w2φ for
some w1, w2 ∈ A
∗. Thus F = Eφ, for the edge E = (w1, (ℓ, r),+1, w2) of
Γ(〈A | R〉). 
Let ψ : (Aφ)∗ → A∗ be the right inverse of the injective mapping φ. Note
that (w1w2)ψ = (w1ψ)(w2ψ), for any elements w1, w2 ∈ (Aφ)
∗. By part
(iv) of the above lemma we can extend ψ to a mapping of edges by simply
setting (Eφ)ψ = E and using the fact that every edge of ∆ has the form Eφ
for a unique edge E from Γ(〈A | R〉).
Lemma 7.4. The mapping ψ : ∆→ Γ(〈A |R〉) has the following properties.
(1) ψ maps (Aφ)∗ bijectively to A∗;
(2) For every edge E in ∆ we have
ι(Eψ) = (ιE)ψ, and τ(Eψ) = (τE)ψ;
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(3) For every edge E in ∆ and every pair of words u, v ∈ {x, y}∗ we have
that u ·E · v is an edge in ∆ if and only if u, v ∈ (Aφ)∗ in which case
(u · E · v)ψ = uψ · Eψ · vψ.
(4) ψ maps the edge-set of ∆ bijectively to the edge-set of Γ(〈A |R〉).
Proof. (i) Follows immediatly from the definition of ψ.
(ii) From Lemma 7.3 each edge of ∆ has the form Eφ = (w1φ, (ℓφ, rφ), ǫ, w2φ),
with w1, w2 ∈ A
∗, (ℓ, r) ∈ R and ǫ = ±1. The image of the edge under ψ
is E. Since φ is an homomorphism and from the definition of ψ we get
((w1φ)(ℓφ)(w2φ))ψ = w1ℓw2 and ((w1φ)(rφ)(w2φ))ψ = w1rw2 as required.
(iii) Suppose that E is an edge in ∆ and that for some u, v ∈ {x, y}∗ we
have u · E · v an edge in ∆. So the vertex u(ιE)v of E is a word in (Aφ)∗.
Arguing as in Lemma 7.3 (iv) we can conclude that u, v ∈ (Aφ)∗.
The converse part of the equivalence follows trivially.
If E in ∆ and u, v ∈ (Aφ)∗, there exists E′ in Γ(〈A | R〉) and u′, v′ ∈ A∗,
such that (u · E · v) = u′φ · Eφ · v′φ. From the definition of ψ we get
(u · E · v)ψ = uψ · Eψ · vψ.
(iv) It follows from the definition of ψ and Lemma 7.3. 
From the above lemmas, we can regard, up to the given encoding, the
graph Γ(〈A | R〉) as a subgraph of Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉), identifying Γ(〈A | R〉) with
∆.
Lemma 7.5. Let C be a set of closed paths in Γ(〈A | R〉). Then Cφ is a
set of closed paths in ∆. Moreover, for every closed path P in Γ(〈A | R〉), if
P ∼C 1ιP in Γ(〈A |R〉) then Pφ ∼Cφ 1(ιP)φ in Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉).
Proof. The result follows by [35, Theorem 3.6]. 
At this point, our strategy starts to emerge. The identification between ∆
with the derivation graph Γ(〈A | R〉), will allow us to get a finite homotopy
base of Γ(〈A | R〉), from a finite homotopy bases of Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉).
Lemma 7.6. Let D be a set of closed paths in ∆. Then Dψ is a set of closed
paths in Γ(〈A |R〉). Moreover, for every closed path P in ∆, if P ∼D 1ιP in
Γ(〈x, y |Rφ〉) then Pψ ∼Dψ 1(ιP)ψ in Γ(〈A |R〉).
Proof. The result follows from [39, Lemma 1], where the author uses strict
monoidal categories to prove an analogue of [35, Theorem 3.6].
Indeed, in that context, both Γ(〈A |R〉) and ∆ are strict monoidal cate-
gories (notice that ∆ is not a derivation graph, and so we can not refer to
[35, Theorem 3.6] to prove the lemma). The mapping ψ is a functor that
preserves the multiplicative structure, by Lemma 7.4. The homotopy rela-
tion ∼Dψ is what is called a 2-congruence on ∆, satisfying Pψ ∼Dψ 1(ιP)ψ , for
any closed path P in D. From [39, Lemma 1], it follows that Pψ ∼Dψ 1(ιP)ψ,
for any closed path P of ∆ such that P ∼D 1ιP. 
Next, we describe the remaining connected componnets of Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉).
Lemma 7.7. The derivation graph Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉) has the following proper-
ties:
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(1) If a vertex z has maximal factors (with respect to length) u and
v in (Aφ)∗, then either z = z0uz2 = z0vz2, or z = z0uz1vz2, or
z = z0vz1uz2, with z0, z1, z2 /∈ (Aφ)
+ and z1 non-empty;
(2) Any vertex has a unique decomposition of the form
w0u1w1 · · ·wk−1ukwk,
where each ui is a maximal factor in (Aφ)
∗, and each wi has no
factor in (Aφ)∗;
(3) Any edge has the form z1 · (Eφ) · z2, for some edge E in Γ(〈A | R〉),
where ιEφ and τEφ are maximal factors in (Aφ)∗ of the correspond-
ing initial and terminal vertices of Eφ, and z1, z2 are not in (Aφ)
+.
Proof. (i) Let u and v be maximal factors in (Aφ)∗ of z. Suppose u and v
overlap in the word z. Without lost of generality, suppose that z = u0uu1 =
v0vv1 with |u0| ≤ |v0| < |u0u|. Since v ∈ (Aφ)
∗ is a sequence of words of the
form x2yjxym+1−j for various j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and subwords x2 only occur
at the start of such words in Aφ, the x2 at the start of v lies at the start
of a word from Aφ in the decomposition of u. By the maximality of v and
since z = u0uu1 = v0vv1 we get u0 = v0. Since all words in Aφ have the
same length, u and v must also finish at the end of some word from Aφ. By
the maximality of u and v we get u = v.
(ii) The result follows from (i).
(iii) From the definition of Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉), an edge has for initial and terminal
vertices words t and s in {x, y}∗ where one is obtained from the other by
a single application of a defining relation in Rφ, that is, s = w0(ℓφ)w1 and
t = w0(rφ)w1, with (ℓ, r) ∈ R. Notice that ℓφ, rφ ∈ (Aφ)
∗. So, we can
consider maximal factors p and q in (Aφ)∗ having as factors ℓφ and rφ,
respectively, in such a way that
s = z1(pφ)z2,
t = z1(qφ)z2.
The words p and q are the initial and terminal vertices of an edge E in
Γ(〈A | R〉). The result follows as in the statement. 
Lemma 7.8. A length-two path in Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉) has one of the forms:
(1) (z0 ·E1φ · z2) ◦ (z0 ·E2φ · z2), and E1 ◦E2 is a path in Γ(〈A | R〉); or
(2) (z0 · E1φ · z1(ιE2φ)z2) ◦ (z0(τE1φ)z1 · E2φ · z2); or
(3) (z0(ιE2φ)z1 · E1φ · z2) ◦ (z0 · E2φ · z1(τE1φ)z2),
for z0, z1, z2 /∈ (Aφ)
+ and z1 non-empty, and E1,E2 edges in Γ(〈A | R〉).
Proof. By Lemma 7.7 (iii), the path of consecutive edges has the form (w1 ·
(E1φ) ·w2)◦ (z1 · (E2φ) ·z2). In the conditions of that lemma the words τE1φ
and ιE2φ are maximal factors in (Aφ)
∗ of the same word w1(τE1φ)w2 =
z1(ιE2φ)z2. From Lemma 7.7 (i) we have three possible cases. Each of the
cases corresponds to one the possible cases (i), (ii) and (iii) of the statement.

Lemma 7.9. Let P be a non-empty (closed) path in Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉). Then
(7.1) P ∼0 P1 ◦ P2 ◦ · · · ◦ Pk,
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for some k ∈ N, and where each Pi has the form
w0(τQ1φ)w1 · · · (τQi−1φ)wi−1 · (Qiφ) · wi(ιQi+1φ) · · ·wk−1(ιQkφ)wk,
for some (closed) path Qi in Γ(〈A | R〉), with w0, . . . , wk /∈ (Aφ)
∗ and w1, . . . , wk−1
non-empty.
Proof. The key observation to prove the lemma is to note that in Lemma
7.8 the paths on items (ii) and (iii) are ∼0-homotopic. Indeed, this is a
consequence of disjoint derivations.
By Lemma 7.7 (ii) the initial vertex of P can be factorized in the form
w0u1w1 · · ·wk−1ukwk,
where each ui is a maximal factor in (Aφ)
∗ and each wi has no factor in
(Aφ)∗. Notice, also by the same lemma, that any edge in P has a factoriza-
tion of the form z1 · (Eφ) · z2, for some edge E in Γ(〈A | R〉), where ιEφ and
τEφ are maximal factors in (Aφ)∗ of the corresponding initial and terminal
vertices of Eφ.
Since wi’s have no factor in (Aφ)
∗, no relation from Rφ is going to be
applied to them, and hence they are fixed in this path. Also, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we can identify Bi as the set of edges in P where the relation
is applied to a word between wi−1 and wi.
From Lemma 7.8 any two consecutive edges Ei ◦ Ej, with Ei ∈ Bi and
Ej ∈ Bj , and i > j, we get Ei ◦ Ej ∼0 Ej ◦ Ei by disjoint derivations.
Consequently, taking i = 1 we can group together all edges in B1 by
finding a ∼0-homotopic path in which all those edges are at the beginning
of the path. Proceeding in this way with the remaining edges we get the
intended result. 
The following result can be viewed as a generalization of Lemma 2.3 in
[65].
Proposition 7.10. The monoid M is fdt if and only if the monoid N is
fdt.
Proof. Suppose thatM is fdt and let C be a finite homotopy base (of closed
paths) for Γ(〈A | R〉). We shall see that the finite set Cφ = {Pφ : P ∈ C} of
closed paths is a homotopy base for Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉) .
Let P be a non-empty closed path in Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉). By Lemma 7.9 there
are closed paths Qi, for i = 1, . . . , k, in Γ(〈A | R〉) such that
P ∼0 P1 ◦ P2 ◦ · · · ◦ Pk,
and each Pi = wi ·Qiφ · w
′
i, for some wi, w
′
i ∈ {x, y}
∗.
Since C is a homotopy base, for each i = 1, . . . , k, we have Qi ∼C 1ι(Qi).
Thus Pi ∼Cφ 1ι(Piφ) by Lemma 7.5, for all i = 1, . . . , k, which in turn im-
plies that P ∼Cφ 1ι(Pφ). Consequently, Cφ is a finite homotopy base for
Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉), and so N is fdt.
Conversely, suppose that N is fdt, and let E be a finite homotopy base
(of closed paths) for Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉). Again by Lemma 7.9, for each P in E ,
there are closed paths Q1, . . . ,Qk in Γ(〈A | R〉), such that
P ∼0 P1 ◦ P2 ◦ · · · ◦ Pk,
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and Pi = wi ·Qiφ · w
′
i, for some wi, w
′
i ∈ {x, y}
∗. Denote by C the finite set
of all Qi’s, for all P ∈ E , and let Cφ denote the set {Pφ : P ∈ C}. From the
definition of Cφ, the paths Pi satisfy Pi ∼Cφ 1ι(Pi), and so each closed path P
in E satisfies P ∼Cφ 1ι(P). Thus, the set Cφ generates the homotopy relation
∼E , and therefore also Cφ is a finite homotopy base of Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉). Note
that Cφ is a set of closed paths in ∆ and that Cφψ = C.
To conclude the proof, let P be a closed path in Γ(〈A | R〉). Since Cφ is
a homotopy base of Γ(〈x, y | Rφ〉), we have Pφ ∼Cφ 1ι(Pφ). By Lemma 7.6,
we get Pφψ ∼Cφψ 1ι(Pφψ). Since Pφψ = P we get P ∼C 1ι(P) as required.
Therefore, C is a finite homotopy base of Γ(〈A | R〉), and so M is fdt. 
Proposition 7.11. The monoid M is auto (respectively, biauto) if and
only if the monoid N is auto (respectively, biauto).
Proof. We will prove the result for biauto; the result for auto follows by
considering multiplication only on one side.
Suppose that N is biauto. By Proposition 2.6, there is a biautomatic
structure ({x, y},K) for N . By Proposition 7.2, words over {x, y} repre-
senting elements of the image under φ of M are precisely those in (Aφ)∗. So
K ∩ (Aφ)∗ must map onto the image of M .
The map φ is a rational relation, since
φ = { (ai, x
2yixym+1i) : ai ∈ A }
∗.
Thus its converse φ−1 is also a rational relation. Let L = Kφ−1; note that
L ⊆ A∗. Since φ−1 is a rational relation and K is regular, it follows that L is
also regular. Since K ∩ (Aφ)∗ must map onto the image of M , the language
L maps onto M . For any a ∈ A ∪ {ε},
(u, v) ∈ La ⇐⇒ u ∈ L ∧ v ∈ L ∧ ua =M v
⇐⇒ (∃u′, v′ ∈ K)
(
(u, u′) ∈ φ ∧ (v, v′) ∈ φ ∧ u′(aφ) =N v
′
)
⇐⇒ (∃u′, v′ ∈ K)
(
(u, u′) ∈ φ ∧ (v, v′) ∈ φ ∧ (u′, v′) ∈ Kaφ
)
⇐⇒ (u, v) ∈ φ ◦Kaφ ◦ φ
−1;
thus La = φ ◦ Kaφ ◦ φ
−1. Since ({x, y},K) is an automatic structure for
N , each relation Kaφ is rational. Since φ and φ
−1 are rational relations,
it follows that La is a rational relation. Since M is homogeneous, (u, v) ∈
La =⇒
∣∣|u| − |v|∣∣ ≤ 1, and so L$a and $La are regular by Proposition 2.5.
Symmetrical reasoning shows that aL
$ and $aL are regular. Hence (A,L) is
a biautomatic structure for M .
Now suppose that M is biauto. By Proposition 2.6, there is a biau-
tomatic structure (A,L) for M . The aim is to construct a biautomatic
structure for N .
Let J = {x, y}+−{x, y}∗A+φ{x, y}∗; so J consists of all non-empty words
over {x, y}∗ that do not contain subwords equal to elements Mφ. Notice in
particular that ε /∈ J and that J is closed under taking non-empty subwords.
Note further that J is regular. For future use, let ∆ = { (z, z) : z ∈ J };
note that ∆ is a rational relation by Proposition 2.1.
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Consider a word w ∈ {x, y}+. By Lemma 7.7, w can be uniquely factored
into an alternating product of words from J and words from A+φ. That is,
(7.2) w = z0u1z1 · · · zk−1ukzk, w
where each ui lies in A
+φ and each zi lies in J , except that z0 and zk may
also be ε. Note that each ui is equal to some word in Lφ−{ε}. The idea is to
build an automatic structure where the language of representatives consists
of alternating products of words from J and words from Lφ. That is, the
language will consist of words (7.2) where each ui lies in Lφ− {ε}.
More formally, let
K = (J ∪ {ε})
(
(Lφ ∩ {x, y}+)J
)∗
(J ∪ {ε});
note that K is regular since J is regular and φ is a homomorphism, and
that every element of N is equal to some word in K by the reasoning in the
previous paragraph.
Now let w ∈ K and factor w as (7.2) where each ui lies in Lφ− {ε} and
each zi lies in J , except that z0 and zk may also be ε.
Consider right-multiplication of w by a generator x. Since zkx cannot
contain a subword from A+φ (since zk contains no such subword, and such
subwords do not end with symbols x), the words in L to which wx is equal
are precisely words of the form z0u
′
1z1 · · · zk−1u
′
kzkx, where each u
′
i is any
word in Lφ that is equal to ui. (Recally that defining relations in Rφ only
apply to words in A+φ; thus the subwords zi are fixed.) Hence
Kx = (∆ ∪ {(ε, ε)})
(
(φ−1 ◦ Lε ◦ φ)∆
)∗(
Lεφ(ε, x) ∪ (ε, x)
)
is a rational relation.
Now consider right-multiplication of w by a generator y. The zky may end
with a subword x2yixym−i+1 ∈ Aφ, and thus it is necessary to distinguish
three cases:
• zk = tx
2yixym−i, where t 6= ε. In this case, the factorization of wy
into an alternating product of subwords from J and A+φ is
w = z0u1z1 · · · zk−1uktx
2yixym−i;
note that t ∈ J since J is closed under taking subwords. The
words in L to which wy is equal are precisely words of the form
z0u
′
1z1 · · · zk−1u
′
kzkv, where each u
′
i is any word in Lφ that is equal
to ui, and v is any word in Lφ that is equal to x
2yixym−i = aiφ. Let
Hi = { p ∈ L : p = ai }; then Hi is regular by [25, Proposition 3.1].
(In fact, since M is homogeneous, H can contain only generators
from A and so must be finite.) Let
K(1)y = (∆ ∪m{(ε, ε)})
(
(φ−1 ◦ Lε ◦ φ)∆
)∗ m⋃
i=1
(
{x2yixym−i} ×Hiφ
)
.
Since Hiφ is regular, {x
2yixym−i} × Hiφ is a rational relation by
Proposition 2.2 and so K
(1)
y is a rational relation since it is a con-
catenation of rational relations.
Then K
(1)
y is a rational relation that describes right-multiplication
by a generator y in this case.
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• zk = x
2yixym−i. In this case, the factorization of wy into an alter-
nating product of subwords from J and A+φ is
w = z0u1z1 · · · zk−1ukx
2yixym−i;
note that the last factor is ukx
2yixym−i ∈ A+φ. The words in L to
which wy is equal are precisely words of the form z0u
′
1z1 · · · zk−1v,
where each u′i is any word in Lφ that is equal to ui, and v is any
word in Lφ that is equal to ukx
2yixym−i. That is, v can be any word
such that (uk, v) ∈ Laiφ. Let
K(2)y = (∆ ∪ {(ε, ε)})
(
(φ−1 ◦ Lε ◦ φ)∆
)∗
·
n⋃
i=1
(
(φ−1 ◦ Lai ◦ φ)(x
2yixym−i, ε)
)
.
Then K
(2)
y is a rational relation that describes right-multiplication
by a generator y in this case.
• zk does not end with a suffix of the form x
2yixym−i. The words in L
to which wy is equal are precisely words of the form z0u
′
1z1 · · · zk−1u
′
kzky,
where each u′i is any word in Lφ that is equal to ui. Let
K(3)y = (∆ ∪ {(ε, ε)})
(
(φ−1 ◦ Lε ◦ φ)∆
)∗
(φ−1 ◦ Lε ◦ φ)
·
{
(v, v) : v ∈ J − {x, y}
m⋃
i=1
x2yixym−i
}
(ε, y).
Then K
(2)
y is a rational relation that describes right-multiplication
by a generator y in this case.
Thus Ky = K
(1)
y ∪K
(2)
y ∪K
(3)
y is a rational relation.
Since N is homogeneous, (u, v) ∈ Kt =⇒
∣∣|u| − |v|∣∣ ≤ 1, and so K$t and
$Kt are regular by Proposition 2.5.
Similar reasoning shows that tK
$ and $tK. Hence ({x, y},K) is a biauto-
matic structure for N . 
Proposition 7.12. If 〈B | Q〉 is a finite presentation for M , and so A ⊆ B,
then
P = 〈x, y,B | Q, (aφ, a) (∀a ∈ A)〉
is a finite presentation defining N . Moreover, the presentation 〈B | Q〉 is
complete if and only if the presentation P is complete. Thus, if M is fcrs
then N is fcrs.
Proof. Using Tietze transformations we obtain from the presentation 〈x, y | Rφ〉
a new presentation for N as follows: for each a ∈ A, insert a generator a
and a relation (aφ, a), thus obtaining a Tietze equivalent presentation
〈x, y,A | Rφ, (aφ, a) (∀a ∈ A)〉 .
Since φ is a homomorphism, identifying each symbol a with the word aφ,
performing these substitutions on the words from Rφ, we obtain another
Tietze equivalent presentation defining the same monoid:
〈x, y,A | R, (aφ, a) (∀a ∈ A)〉 .
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As it is possible to obtain from the presentation 〈A | R〉 the presentation
〈B | Q〉 using finitely many Tietze transformations, we can obtain from the
presentation 〈x, y,A | R, (aφ, a) (∀a ∈ A)〉 the presentation P by using the
same Tietze transformations.
Suppose that 〈B | Q〉 is also complete. Observe that Q relates words from
the alphabet B, and that a relation from the set E = {(aφ, a) : a ∈ A} has
left-hand side in {x, y}∗ and right-hand side in A. Thus, if w →Q w
′ →E w
′′,
we can find w such that w →E w →Q w
′′. Indeed, since w′ →E w
′′ the word
w′ has a factor from the alphabet {x, y}∗. Since w →Q w
′ the word w′ is
obtained from w by changing some factor in B∗. Thus, the word w also
contains the left-hand side of the relation from E applied to w′. This means
that w has both left-hand sides of the relations being applied, and those left-
hand sides do not overlap. So, we can alternatively apply first the relation
from E , obtaining a word w, and then apply the relation from Q, obtaining
the word w′′.
Hence,→E quasi-commutes over→Q, that is,→Q◦→E ⊆ →E ◦→
∗
Q∪E . By
[66, Theorem 1], the rewriting system ({x, y} ∪ A,Q ∪ E) is terminating if,
and only if, both Q and E are terminating. By assumption Q is terminating
and from where E is also terminating by length-reduction.
As before, since Q relates words from the alphabet B, and that relations
from E have left-hand side in {x, y}∗ and right-hand side in A, we can
also deduce that whenever w′ ←∗Q w →
∗
E w
′′, there exists w such that
w′ →∗E w ←
∗
Q w
′′. Therefore, the relations →∗E and ←
∗
Q commute, that is,
←∗Q ◦→
∗
E ⊆ →
∗
E ◦←
∗
Q. By [48, Lemma 2.7.10], if E and Q are confluent and
→∗E and ←
∗
Q commute, then Q∪E is also confluent. Since by assumption Q
is confluent it remains to show that E is confluent.
Observe that two left-hand sides aiφ and ajφ of rules in E can overlap if
and only if aiφ = ajφ. Since φ is injective we get ai = aj. Therefore, E has
no critical pairs and thus is also confluent.
Conversely, suppose that P is a complete presentation. Since 〈B | Q〉 is
contained in P, we deduce that 〈B | Q〉 is terminating. Confluence also holds
from the fact that in P all critical pairs are resolved, in particular, those
arising from relations in Q. Hence, each resolution associated to relations
from Q, can only involve relations from Q, since left-hand sides of rules in
E belong to {x, y}∗. Therefore, 〈B | Q〉 is complete. 
It is unknown if the property fcrs is preserved from N toM . If this were
true, we would have an example satisfying the conditions of Question 5.4.
Combining Propositions 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12, we conclude the following:
Corollary 7.13. For each of the properties fcrs, (non-)fdt, (non-)auto
and (non-)biauto, the (n-ary) homogeneous monoid M has that property
if and only if the (n-ary) multihomogeneous monoid N has that property.
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